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COMMERCIAL
TELEVISION
CONVERTER

Illustrated with cover removed

8UIfABLE ANY T.V.
mine lower side bead
ALL CHANNELS
No Alterations To Set

SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR

Coverage 7.6 Mc/s -210 Mc /s in
£3.19.6 ,P,`Pkpo2lg
five bands, all on fundamenComplete with built-in power supply, 230-250 v. A.C. mains.
slow -motion
tuning.
tals,
Crackle finish case 51 in. long. 31 in. wide. 41 in. high.
audio output, 8 vertical and
Incorporating gain control and band switch.
horizontal bars, logging scale.
In grey hammer finished
BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR ¡2 MONTHS
case with carrying handle.
Completely built Signal Generator, coverage 120 Kc /s -320 Ke /s,
P.5(6,
300 Kc /s-900 KGs, 900 Kcls -2.75 Mets, 2.75 Mc/s -8.5 Mc /s, 8 Mcts£3 deposit, P. & P5/6 and3 payment of 30// --t. £6 19 6
28 Mc's, 16 Me /s-56 Mc/s, 24 Mc/s-84 Mc /s. Metal case 10 x 61 x 41 in.
or Frame oscillator Blocking Transformers. 416 each.
Size of scale 61 x 31in. valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. Line
Smoothing
Choke.
250
mA.
5
henry.
250
mA.
10
henry,
/6.
816;
Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent.. Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit, vernier adj., state tube. 10
/ -modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable P.M. Focus Unit for Mallard tubes with vernier adj.. 15
15/ -.
100 milli- volts. C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output
Ion Traps for Mallard or English Electric tubes, 5i -. Post paid.
and moving coil output meter. Grey hammer -finish case and
Coils. moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding
white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %. 84.19.6 or 341- deposit T.V.
purposes only. All -can 111n. x On., L- each 2-iron cores Ali and 3 monthly payments 25/ -. P. & P. 4/6 extra.
can, 21in. x ¡in., 1/6 each. These coil formers are suitable for the
Prac. 'r.V. Converter.

COMPLETELY BUILT
SIGNAL GENERATOR

Accu1

:

T.R.F. KIT IN PLASTIC CABINET

valve plus metal
rectifier, A.C. mains
200 -250 v. Medium and
long waves. In pastel
blue or brown. Valve
line -up 2 Vß.658 and
VT52.
Size 1511n.
long by Mn. high by
lin. deep. 13119 :6. P.
& P. 4;6. A point -topoint wiring diagram.
1 6. Free
with complete kit.
All parts
supplied separately.
3

3 -speed

TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR

.

BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER

Complete Kit of parts comprising accurately balanced
precision made, heavy turntable with rubber mat, large
constant speed condenser start motor, base plate. Can
be assembled in half an hour.
A.C. Mains 200;250 v. Fully guaranteed.
£6.19.6 Post Paid.
Parts sold separately.

:

/

Three -speed automatic changer by B.S.R. MONARCH,
current model. Will take 71n., 10in., or 12in, records mixed.
'turnover crystal head. Cream finish. BRAND NEW.
VERY LIMITED QUANTITY.
A.C. Mains 200 /250. 87.15.0. P. & P. 3/6.
.One and E.H.T. Transformer. 9kv. Ferrocart core. EY51 heater
winding, complete with scan coils and frame output transformer
and line and width control. 35 -. P. & P.
above but complete with line and frame blocking
formers. 4 henry 250 mA choke. 100 mild. and 150 mid. 350 transwkg.,
380 mA. A.C. ripple. 82.9.6. P. & P. 31 -.
Standard Nave- change Switches. 4 -pole 3 -way 5 -pole
' -way
3 -pole 3 -way, 1:9 each
9 -pole 3 -way, 3'6
Miniature
Ype, long spindle, 4 -pole 3ccway and 4 -pole 2 -way. 2 ::8 each, 2 -pole
11 -way twin wafer. 5 -1 -pole 12-way,
-. P. & P. 3d.
'SEI) metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 mA., 5,
6 6.
'umbined 12in. Mask and Escutcheon
perspx. New aspect,
edged in brown. Fits on frönt of cabinet. 12 6. As
above for
15in. tubes. 17-8.
COLLARO RC54
3 -speed a u t o m a tic (-hanger, will take 10 records
mixed.
Studio ' O' pick -up,
£7.9.6
A.C. mains 200250v.
P. & P. 5 ,

\.

/

;

Dubilier .001 10 kV. working, 3'8.
rimary 200 -250 v., P. & P. 2 -.
300 -0-300, 100 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 22/6.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA. 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6.
)rop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 1416.
280-0-280 drop through, 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 14/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA. 6 v. 3 amp.. 11;6.
250 v. 350 mA. 6.4 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a.. 19 -6.
Semi-shrouded drop-through 380-0 -380 120 mA., 6.3 v. 3 amp.,
5 v. 2 amp.. 25i -.
Auto Trans. Input 200,250 H.T. 500 v., 250 mA., 6 v. 4 a., twice
v. 2 a., 19,6.
Auto Trans. Input 200 /250 H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T.
6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 11 amp., 5 v. 3 amp.. 25' -. P. & P. 3, -.
Heater Transformer, Pri. 230/250 v. 6 v. 11 amp.. 6' -.

;

:

:

350 -0-350 75 mA. 63 v. 3 a. tap. 4 v. 6.3 v. 1 a.. 13 6.
500 -0-500 125 mA. 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T., 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27,6.
500-0-500 250 mA. 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 5 a.. 4 v. E.T. 4 a., 39'&
Chassis mounting or drop- thro'. Pri. 110.250 v. Sec. 350-0 -150
250 mA. 6.3 v. 7 amp.. 6.3 v. 0.5 amp., 5 v. C.T. 0.5 amp.. 4 v. 4 amp.,
32;8. P. & P. 3;6.
P.M. Speakers, closed field 3 ohm speech coil 121n., 25- 10in..
25;- ß1n., 206 611n., 18.8: 5in., 18'6. l'. & P. 2,- each extra.
1.200 ft. High Impedance recording tape on plastic spool.
12.6. P. & P. 1 -.
:

:

AC /DC
MULTI -METER KIT

GARRARD RC /110
3 -SPEED AUTOMATIC MIXER CHANGER
Will

take

10

;

Comprising 21n. moving coil meter
scale calibrated in AC/DC volts.
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range
AC /DC O- 10.0 -100 and 0-500. Milli -amps
0 -10, 0 -100. Ohms 0 -1,000 and 0- 10,000.
Front panel, range switch, wirewound pot (for ohms zero setting)
two toggle switches, resistors and
meter rectifier. In grey hammerfinish case.
Plus

records,

7in., 101n., or 12in,
mixed, turnover crystal head, brand new,
torrent model. A.C.
mains 206250 v. (List
price £14i10 -.)

£7.19.6

19/6

P. & P. 3'6.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W3.

l'oint to point wiring diagram

17;-.

P

1;6.

free with kit.

\'ahr

Holders. mou Ided octal Mazda and Loctal. Id. ea, 4:
Pasolin, octal Mazda and loctal, 41. each.
Moulded 137G. B8.
and ß9A, 7d. each.
lfhere cost and parking r 'horde is not stated. please odd 1.6 up to 10'
2;- up to £1 and 2.6 up lo £2. All enquiries 5..4.E. Liste 5d. soak.
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE:!!
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER i
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON.
O71

1A,

tA.

1A7
]l:4

1163
1115

7L4

ILK

]1.53

Jr

"

10/-16F13

8/-16AB8
3/H6A( 7

68,6115
66 GF16

12, 8 Gl'UC"f

1136'6X4

96 6X5IT
6A7 12;811íF17 126:6/.4184
12/6, 6A4.37
lbF'"_
108115
9:-16/38
8
86Aí:5 5/- 61333 126 17
86 117
111- 61E8
8 6G6
28 6:
6'8 6H6í
818 6AL+7
36 3
5¡- 6AM5
51- 6$6M
5.- II
9'- 6ToG
5:- 6AM6
6 -1-1!%
11/- 6AQ5
76 6J6
6J70
8:-'
8'6 6A(18 10161- 64.65

7'7/-

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT
GIBT
91- 61M1

1"2K7

12/6 Uri::

64M
816

10,'8

1S,'-61811' 15:10/1216 12(17
416
1216123í7 7/67'2
7112/6 128(47
7/676
8:8 148117
8/- 128J7
8,'- 128E7

8-

128137
126R7

5

U-

DAC

tMT

81--8
8/-8u
8/683

88

7/685.1^-

128

r

I"
I

9-

z

10 6

DUC,O

111(70
U1177

7
11

I

RZiI

12 6

','+1

C7 '6 1(I.

1,1199 96

8,'- 1)73,'
8/8 13E96
8'8 1)1Ii.:

5/8 77

-.I,c. as

6 6

11

::

1780

EMI

96 1(.13

C/0

12,6
Et-3'65 10,- U732
l'CC 11 81- CZ:t4
ECL80 12'8 H30

96
861"1l3_'

UNIQUE OFFER
PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE
SAVES
FOR ONLY Gd. EXTRA.
WORRY:
IN
CLAIMS AND
TIME

IN TRANSIT

PRlmrose 9090

91

12J7

8/6 I2K8

8'-

ANY

RD., LONDON, N.W.1

13 6 1163

9-ü1Il.:.; 10- HRH

8,-IIiHL4
M3lB

8,'6

11!8'\

12163\14!

8/61U

9

12181U '
14/-1E154
N309
51
12;8 N329

10'-1N709
3/-OC3
B6'l:('114' 10- Oí:2
9- I:CHNL 8- 0L13C 7/61OU3

88

1U U5
7/61Q81:1(1/13
10'6 UU9
151-I

106
10.6
11

N

I

8:
8'6

10611'141

B1

5

7

7.6

'

,1

6161

S,'6

,

I

5

1597

-

)I'4l2A£3

86 c114B15'-

8:8
9¡8 1DL2A 8.8 11
12l-ITH233 1218YI l 3C 7,6,6
9,'61T1130C 25/- I P23
)

10.'61TP22

101B VP4L

121- VP138

91-1U16

78

1018

5:9/- U17
1216 VT501
9:U2_'
718 1171i
8'6 CILIO 101- HL23 10,18 PABC80
R 6 12Y4
3'
10/8 210LF
1H5
8,6 6JáOTO 5'6 1_,
716 GATIì
8:8
are 1177
15,'- U23
9-. E76 1018 111,41 7/61
8 8 131PA 10/8 807
8 8 US,''
1TY
8,'- 6J501'M 6- 1
7/6 6E4
9;6
IPCC'84
4/6 11L41DD
8/- U31
9,'- W142
9 6 E136
5 10 - 14E7
10/6 808
25 - UI(.'!:
10,6 6E711
1111
7/- 667
WIáU
9'6
6;737A
12
8
PCC85
12/6
U50
7/6
UI.:(
8
SIP/
15
-'
9F2
8
U37
8DI
'0;
14;IiB6G
6K8U
2A3
!!12/6
8/- 1YD14211'96 6:1'39
6,'- HVR2 1 7 - PCF80 8,'- U52
.:
9 - 19HL
10/- 888A 126 UI.:.:.
242':
4/- 698M
4,18 6K81:'1 88
108
8,I7 BIE740
11/6 KBC'J2 8 8 PCFB'2 11!- U76
10 6 UL:r2
3 - '201.L
7r6 6LU3
10/8 885
21.13C 716 6B"48
10.-1:nr2
IL' 10'8
9-:PC'L83 126 U78
7/- x65
8BEE41
9/6 KF35
10,'- 20P1 16!6056
3;- UL9i
212
4/6 613E6
7,6 ()Mt)
9;-,IOCY
10'6
8/6 X66
9,BE742 12/6 RI,35 8 8 PEN90 8/6 U142
12/6 1203
7/8 26P3
7/- DL96
716!101)1
3A4
7/- 6B136G 12,6 6L7
10 6
PEN40DD L'15O
8,'- X142
5
7 - 101'9
9(8 251(5
8/6 0763
12/6 1ULH10 10 61E150(1) 7/- K'16
316
7/- 6BJ6
8,'- 657
25/- L'132
9/- x1;10 108
2:- EFúO(E) 5/- KT-29' 10'9,- 23240 91- 7193
2/8 E1148
.B7
8 6 101.0'3
8/8I611tY6
7/8 613711
2/-EF34 5/- KT-II 10-,PEN4G 6/613153 10/- XFW70 68
I9P):% 11/- 207,5
8/87475
7/6 EASO
31,6
2/8'6B1V7 9;8 6(171,1 9
";8 l'L81 11'- Ut34
71g xFY12 6/8
5/6 EMS
916 K'l'6:1
916 EF80
86 il it:: 15/- 27
7/8 9002
3134
9/- 65146
9/6 6R7G
8;81Pí8'2
121 XH(1.5) 4, 91- U251.
8/6 11'71
8 - I't.vt
5/8 EABC8071 EFSL
818 2807
7/-9003
34
918 6BY7
10/- 68A7
71 X3C(1.5)4; 7/6 9006
8/- EAF42 111- EF8 12/8 KTWGI 7¡- PL83 1136 U319
3n4
8 6 1^:1,CT15/- 30
7i8 6C4
7/- 68E7
7/6
8- 12 11-17 8:-:MCI 10/- AC6PEN6/6 EB34 2,- 14'89 10/- KT1162 7/- P112B 12'810329 12/6 1'63
2V
8/6 601
616 6807
4'-11r404
10'8
8,'8 Y65
£31- EF9L
EB4L
9/- KTW63 7i- PM12
8 - IY \144 12,6 30L1
10/- ACyHL/
61'1
81- 608
9/- 6817
8/8/6 KTZ4l 6/- PML°ll 8:81UAF4°_ 11/- Z63
DD1) 15!- EB91
6,'6 EF92
7/6
IC 101- 6C'10 108 6817 5 6 I1SI'7 8:6 31
CBI.AI
Z77
9-1
8,'6
9'8/- KTZ63 6/-1P1B0
101- 6(366
7/6 88L7GT 8:- 1'11__ 8 - :35/51 12/6 AC/P4 8'- EBU3 12!6 F:L32
6,'-IPY81
9- L"61'80,10/- 2142 1318
;8 I:BC33 7/8 EL41
10/6 L63
L1::
CO 68N7U'l' 7'6 1'2:157 10'- 351.6
9/- API
7/6 61)6
.2 10,1- 7150
7
12/6
3 8 EBClí 10'- gut?. 13;- IS152 10,'- PY82
61'4
81- ATP4
10/- IFS
12/0 8867
7,6 I271 86 9/- 35Z4
rl'I1
21
32
L5309
PY8:1
10
9/6
9,1:2133::i
AZ31
EBF3u
E1,81
15,'103573
8/8
12
6
6U4GT
6F611
7/6
14;6
10,4
12/6 QP21
7f- I-I'F2 13'8 7.719
17.4
30;- 41541 126 B399
98
10/-EL84 10/6
7,8 12E1
8/6 6F7
10/6 61J50
5/6 EL91
5/- L7,319 101- QP22B 1243 rl,I1 10 7.729 126
GAs
88 I"Hof 8'- 41M'TL 7/6 B:l29 10'6 EC'52
10/- eF8
10/6 GUS
8;6 C1-46 12 6'íl)152 10,'5/8 QP23
9'- 6V60
1-.1:,1:'l' 4'- 43Z3
12/6 BLG:l
7 8 NI'.tl
8'- EM34 10/- MH4
6A117
8/- 6114
GOC'S
10/- (11):5"" 8:8, I!I(::I 15'- 1:151 10/6
8/6CK:i) 861ICI'::" 10 8 E 186 12'- All valves new, boxed, tar paid, and subject to
Term. of blcinese
Cash with order or C.O.D. 5oL6
8!8
g8 li/3.i
-"
8'8 C'C+.7 12B Iirv .:.
only. Orders valve £3 or more sent post packing w
8/- makers' guarantee. First grade goods only, no
8'8 UI
36 Ia,... 88 6/4o
free. Onlers below £3 please add lid. per valve.
All orders received by first
seconds or rejects.
(44.11. orders:- Vinimum fee, including post and
post despatched same day..8 -A.E. for free complete
rI:YïI-.lf. 1110111:+ (1;,
0171, CE\:.4,
pw.kiug, 3
We are open for penvmal shoppers,
list, with terms of guarantee and conditions of sale.
(':;IVI;. ,lì
Mon. -Fri. 8.30- 5.:3L Bate. 7.80.1 p.m.
11(5

9

- 12U5G

'/61508!

12.6

111-114'-'

DI("I

,5

1

I)

-

1X

-

,-

:-

,

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION
City

and

Certificates In

Grouped

Guilds

IN

YOUR OWN HOME

Telecommunications :

A.M.Brif,I.A.E

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording,

etc, Also Courses le

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

*

training. The teaching methods are
We offer training in
planned to meet modern industrial requirements.
tutor is
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies.
individual
tuition.* Free
private
and
to
ensure
name
personally allotted by
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
The advantages ofE.M.I.

1

LEARN THE

N

PRACTICAL WAY,

COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT
VJlth many colour courses we supply actual
equipment thus combining theory and
practice in the correct educational
sequence. Courses include: Radio, TeleDraughtsmanship,
vision, Electronics,
Carpentry, Photography, and Commer1

cial

Art, etc.

enrolling with

1

per front';;

POST- THIS 00.UPOM".TOOAr
I

I

1

WIWI

=".
The only Postal College which is part of
a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

Send

without obligation your

FREE

book

-

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dcpc" 138K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

I
I

INS

*A

us.

Equipment supplied
upon enrolment and
remains your property,
Courses from
15/-

*

NAME
ADDRESS

I

I

12 36
1

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

I

_._........

fe
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MANUAL

The
LATEST EDITION

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

has
RPD10

Valve ratings and base connection
symbols.
Classified lists of nearly 300 valves,
teletubes and selenium rectifiers.

276 Pages

VREVES

1.0116Es
MEIN RERInERS

DIODES

OERMRRIYM

of VALVE and

RROOSSORS

iRRRSISIORS

Germanium diode section including
ratings in vario,ts circuits.
Brimistors section.
Radio engineering formulae and
NEW circuits.
Brimarize section.
Valves and
teletubes.
Up -to -date substitution list of
American types.

TELETUBE DATA

CIRCUITRY
E SPECIAL
COMPONENTS

1Ye SMSEll11G5

/al/y 54

s7'í1

Send S;- for your copy

to: Publicity

5f,>7n/,>n/

,n;: (',r /íÁ1,i Liinilt'Ed

/y, /,

u,7,

Equivalents and C.V. numbers.
Details of Trustworthy types.
Valuable information on Transistors.

Dept.

FOOTSCRAY

SIDCUP

KENT

Footscray

3333

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
Regd.) E. H. MORRIS & CO. (R.AD.

OPEN TILL
C

F.M. SATURDAYS

?D.

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone
AMBASSADOR

4033

PADDINGTON

3271

SAFETY FIRST !
4(1.

Build these PREMIER TELEVISORS
WHICH GIVE
COMPLETE SAFETY
TO THE CONSTRUCTOR
These Televisors use a double wound mains
transformer which gives you complete safety
from contact with the mains supply when
handling the chassis or controls.

* NEW

BBC & I.T.A. (WITH
TURRET TUNER)
BBC (ALL CHANNELS)

CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for

MAYEBE BUIILLT FOR

MAY

ILT2FOR

PLUS COST

£33.7.11

di273,

OF

OF C.R.T.

C

R T?

14in.,

(bau. and 17ín. tubes. PRICE L14.14.0. H.P. Terme
Deposit
L7.7.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18/6.
CONSOLE
CABINETS, half door, still available at E12.12.0. H.P. Terms :
Deposit (6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 2 -for pkg. and cary.
1

1

BUILD IN S
EASY
STAGES.
FULL
CONSTRUCTION
DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION BOOK 3/6 POST FREE
INCLUDES EOTH DESIGNS.

`
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TELEVISION TIMES

Editor : F. J. CAMM
Editortal and Advertisement Offices : " Practical Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4383. Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Reoistered at the C.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

Vol. 7

No. 77

EVERY MONTH

DECEMBER, 1956

Televie\vs
NECK AND NECK
RADIO FILM SHOW
BY the time these words appear in print, the
recently witnessed some excellent films
number of television licences will be equal WE dealing with transistors, valves and
to if not in excess of the number of sound cathode -ray tubes and their methods of manubroadcast receiving licences. During the month facture. These films were so interesting that we
of September the number of television licences made the suggestion to the producers that they
increased by 95,443. The total number of broad- should be shown to a wider audience, and accordcast receiving licences, including 6,139,773 for ingly, the films are to be shown at the Caxton
television and 308,314 for
Hall (Great Hall Site) on
sets fitted in cars, was
Thursday, February 21st,
14,397,723, these totals
1957.
Admission will be
relating, of course, to Great
free,
but
by ticket. There
Ebe Cbítor anb a)taff
Britain and Northern Irewill be an interval for reland. Thus we are witnessfreshments. Readers wishYotn ín
í1sIJínQ
ing the gradual decline in
ing to attend this film show
sound radio, which must
should send in requests for
(gimp Reaber a
inevitably be overtaken by
tickets immediately.
TV. The advent of comAddress your letters to.
mercial TV has of course
" Film Show," PRACTICAL
Verp jiappp
been responsible for the
TELEVISION, address as on
increase in TV licences.
this page. The meeting will
More and more viewers
commence promptly at 8
now watch TV and according to viewer research, 'o'clock in the evening.
There is bound to be a large demand for seats,
commercial TV holds the palm. Indeed, one only
has to examine the figures to see the enormous and accommodation is limited. Please, therefore,
strides which ITV has made in its first year, apply early. Mr. F. J. Camm will be in the Chair.
when the number of homes receiving I.T.A. THE VIEW MASTER
TV TUNER
transmissions rose from 190,000 to 1,850,000, or
READERS who were unable to obtain the
46 per cent. of all homes with television in the
issues containing constructional details of
three areas.
the modification to the View Master and of the
BINDERS FOR BINDING YOUR VOLUMES three- station tuner (which may also be used with
other receivers) will be interested to know that
who have their annual volumes the articles have been reprinted and copies of the
READERS
comhave
often
bound
of this journal
reprint may be obtained for 2s. 6d. (2s. 8d. by
plained that they have to wait a year before they post) from The Editor (address as above). The
can preserve their copies in this permanent form. edition is limited.
We are pleased, therefore, to announce that we
have arranged for self- binders to be supplied TEMPORARY STATION FOR SANDALE ?
so that issues may be inserted month by month IT is possible that a temporary TV station will
be opened at Sandale, about 14 miles southwithout having to wait for the full number of
This will avoid the possibility of west of Carlisle, towards the end of the year.
issues.
separate copies becoming damaged or mis- This will make television available in Cumberland,
laid. Full details of this service appear on the permanent station to cover which is not due
for completion until the end of next year.- F.J.C.
page 211.
THE J3Ll'UARS, 1957, ISSUE WILL BE PUBLISHED O.\' FRIDAi; DECEMBER Ylat.
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A NEW SERIES
9. -THE N.T.S.C. SYSTEM

- TRICOLOUR

TUBES

EXPLAINED
By

F.

J

Camas

THE BBC

has installed experimental colour The N.T.S.C. Colour Signal
tclesision equipment at the London station
A brief résumé of the essential features of the
at Alexandra Palace, where it is radiating a N.T.S.C. colour signal is floss gis en.
signal based on the American N.T.S.C. standard.
The main items of equipment installed at Alexandra
(N.T.S.C. stands for The National Television Systems Palace are : colour slide and film scanner-- designed
Committee.) The main features of the BBC signals and made by Research Department, Engineering
arc : the colour signal is transmitted in the sanie Division, BBC : colour camera ; signal coding
radio frequency channel and by the sanie trans- equipment ; colour picture monitors ; colour test
mitters as carry the established monochrome service ; equipment -designed and made by Marconi
it is claimed that the system is "compatible." In Wireless Telegraph Company Limited.
other words existing monochrome receivers can
The colour slide and film scanner is the source of
receive a monochrome version of the colour picture the pictures which are being transmitted for the
which is of as good a quality as if the picture had present series of lests of the compatibility of the
originated from a normal monochrome camera ; N.T.S.C. signal. It produces pictures from slides
and it is further claimed that the standards are such either 3,in. 21in. or tin. tin. or from I6mm.
as to allow for the considerable and inevitable future film, by selection of the appropriate
optical system.
de\elopment in the quality of the colour picture, just
The scanner employs the filing spot principle and
as the original specification for the monochrome
the source of light is, therefore, a cathode ray tube
service provided for continuous improvement in the of which the phosphor emits light as evenly as can he
course of the years.
achieved over the whole of the visible spectrum. The
We hase already seen that the BBC (excepting the light front the raster on the face of the scanning
csar period) has since 1936 operated a successful
Edge purify magnet.
monochrome service employing 405 lines, 50 frames
per second interlaced. The scanning and transinsulating coating.
mission standards of the L.S.A. and this country
differ in important particulars, and the advent of the
Conductive coating.
N.T.S.C. colour system arouses interest in the question
as to whether it mould show the same advantages
Convergence coils.
here \when modified to suit British T\' standards.
As a result of experimental \sock, the stage has been
Purifying =ii.
reached where satisfactory transmission equipment
is available and the investigations can now he extended to a raider lïeld. The Television Advisory
11111
Committee has been asked to report on the subject
of colour idles ision.
The equipment at Alexandra Palace generates
lue -team
modified N.T.S.C. is pe of colour signal, and at present
positioning
Deflect ng
magnet
yoke.
the purpose is to explore the degree of compatibility
of the system by making observations on a large
Ferrite ring.
number of black and sshite receivers. It is also
desired to find out whether the system is capable
Peer support
esa emb!y.
of producing a consistently good quality colour
.

?

1

urc.
The test transmissions has e at present no entertainment salue and are in no sense a public service.
They take place outside normal programme
hours.

front support.
Fig.

39.-Sketch

showing a modern colour tube uith
all the essential parts identified.
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tube is passed either through the slide or the film
as desired, and the coloured image so produced is
then split into three separate parts, which represent
respectively the red, green and blue information in
the picture. This colour analysis process is pre formed by a combination of dichroic mirrors,
coloured filters, plane mirrors and lenses. The three colour separation pictures, which emerge from the
analyser as three physically separate rays of light,
are then focussed each on to a photo -multiplier tube
which turns the intensity of the tight, which is varying
in accordance with the scene being scanned, into
corresponding electric voltages. The three voltages

simple way of supplying power to the synchronous
motor of the film transport mechanism by amplifying
the 50 c/s component of the frame pulses.
The Colour Camera
Coloured light entering the lens of the camera is
split into three colour separation images by a colour
analyser similar in principle to that used in the slide
and film scanner. In place of the three photo- multiplier cells are three Image Orthicon camera tubes of a
type developed specifically for colour work. These
tubes produce the three colour separation signals in

Phosphor
obt

Projected aperture

screen.

mask ho/es

Aperture mask.

R

Electron beams.

Fig. 40. -The 3 beams converging on the screen.

-

are then passed through three separate and identical
chains of electronic equipment which supply gamma
correction, correction for the distortion introduced
by the finite decay time of the light from the scanning
tube phosphor, and equalisation for aperture loss,
exactly as in the case of a monochrome flying spot

scanner.'

The film transport mechanism is a standard intermittent motion 16 mm. projector with a " pull -down "
time of about 4 milliseconds. Since the time available
for " pull- down " is only 1.4 milliseconds if all the
lines of the television picture are to contain information, some picture information is inevitably lost. This
loss occurs at the top and bottom of the picture,
where about 15 lines are presented as black. In order
to preserve the usual aspect ratio of 4 : 3 an equivalent
area at the sides of the picture is also black. The
picture, therefore, appears as in a black frame, but
this disadvantage is accepted because the arrangement
permits of a simple and efficient optical system.
Synchronism between the film motion and the
television picture repetition rate is achieved in a

`:
1ae't

Beam- converging
pole pieces.

.I¡ ,hr.

Grid Noi.

`
,

3

Grid Ab /.

Mask

Phosphor dots

Fig. 41. -The colour grains seen through

mask.

the shadow

electrical form. Each of the tubes is supplied with the
necessary scanning waveforms and electrode potentials
just as in the case of the single -tube monochrome
camera. It will be realised that the output of each
tube is a separate picture of which not only the
transfer -characteristic between light input and voltage
output must be maintained in a precise manner for
the three signals, but the geometry of the three
pictures must be the same within very close limits
so that any particular detail of the picture occurs
at the same point in the scanning cycle of all
three.
The signals from the tubes are amplified in the
camera and transmitted to the control room over
three identical cables. In the control room each
signal is gamma corrected and equalised in a manner
very similar to that used in monochrome equipments
employing the same type of camera tube, and finally
emerges as a colour separation signal of the same
form as that produced by the slide and film
scanner.
Two general views of the camera are given in Figs.
44 and 46. The control desk of the camera is seen
in the foreground of Fig. 47. The three sets of controls,
one for each camera tube, can be clearly seen. The
B

G

R

G

R

B

G

.

Getter

assembly,

Fig. 42.

-A

Grid No 4.

rGn'd hb2.

G

R

Blue-positioning
pole pieces

sketch of the `gun' assembly of a modern
colour C. R. Tube.

G

R

O
Fig.

©

43.- Arrangement
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electronic equipment for the camera is mounted in
the cubicle nearest to the control desk.
Signal Coding Equipment
The signal coding equipment includes the special
colour waveform generating equipment and the
" encoder " in which the luminance and chrominance
signals are formed from the incoming three-colour
information.
The " master " frequency, from
which all the other scanning and
pulse waveforms are derived, is
obtained from a temperature controlled crystal oscillator .whose
frequency is 2.6578125 Mc /s 4- 8 c /s.
This frequency is multiplied and
dis ided to produce the usual double
line frequency of 20.250 cycles/
second (i.e.,

S45

type except that a " burst " of nine cycles of the
colour sub -carrier is added in the suppression period
follow ingesery line synchronising pulse. This" burst"
is used at the receiver to synchronise a sub -carrier
generator which is needed for detection of the quadrature modulated chrominance signal.
The waveform generator and the encoder are
mounted in the two cubicles adjacent to the camera
control equipment. The three other cubicles in the

times sub -carrier)

from which the standard 405 -line
interlaced saseform is generated.
(It will he noted that the frame
repetition rate is synchronous
With respect to mains frequency,
in contrast to the existing monochrome sers ice in which synchronous
working is always employed.) Multi pie outputs of line and frame
trigger impulses, mixed synchronising pulses and mixed suppression
pulses are available.
The input to the encoder consists
of the three gamma corrected colour
separation signals (red, green and
blue) which are produced by either
the slide and film scanner or by the
The encoder may be
camera.
considered as performing a single linear transformation of the three incoming signals, red, green and
and Q, of
blue, to the other three quantities, Y,
which Y is the luminance signal. The colour sub carrier is then modulated by the I and Q signals in
such a way that the amplitude of the resultant signal
conveys the saturation information and the phase
conveys the hue. In the absence of colour information
the sub -carrier is suppressed. The complete chrominance signal is added to the. luminance which is, of
course, in video forni. Finally, the synchronising
waveform is added to produce the complete waveform. The synchronising waveform is of the normal
1

Phosphor
obr piste

Shsobw
mesé

Pee' beam

Point of convergence
Green beam

Blue been
Fig. 45.- Another illustration of the manner in which
the 'shadow -mask tub, operates.

F14. 44.

A BBC colour camera.

background at the right supply power for the whole
of the equipment, with the exception of the slide and
film scanner.
Colour Picture Monitors
There are two colour picture monitors. Onc
employs three separate tubes, the phosphors of which
emit respectively red, blue and green light. The
application of the colour separation signals to the
grids of the tubes produces three colour separation
images which are combined optically by dichroic
mirrors to produce a direct viewed colour picture.
This method brings with it the attendant difficulty of
superimposing the three separate images accurately,
just as in the colour cameras. However, up to the
present, this method produces the best pictures and
its complication is worth whiie in a monitor intended
for technical purposes. This monitor is seen in the
centre of the Fig. 47.
The other monitor uses a 15in. R.C.A. shadow mask tricolour tube which was dealt with earlier.
Since the monitor incorporates its own decoder. the
input signal is of the N.T.S.C.. type andithe unit is,
therefore, used for general checking and monitoring
of the transmitted signal. It can be seen on the
extreme right of the Fig. 47.
Colour Test Equipment
The complicated nature of the N.T.S.C. signal
requires a special test signals and measuring apparatus
to ensure that its specification is met. The main
signal for this purpose, " colour bars," is generated
electronically and produces on the piekure monito
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seven vertical strips which, from left to right, are
white, yellow, cyan (blue-green), green magenta
These signals represent
(purple), red and blue.
saturated colours for which the amplitude and phase
of the colour sub -carrier are known. The amplitude
is measured in the usual way with a waveform
monitor ; the phase is measured by a special piece of
test equipment known as a Colour Signal Analyser.
Distortion occurring in the transmission of the signal

information. In the colour receiver these three
signals representing brightness, hue and saturation
are combined to produce the required intensity from
each of the red, green and blue lights. The fact that a
monochrome receiver and a colour receiver can simultaneously produce each its own version of the scene
from the same signal gives the N.T.S.C. system its
valuable feature of " compatibility."
It would be possible to transmit the chrominance
signal quite independently of the
luminance signal and in this case
the compatibility would be virtually
perfect. However, the second unique
feature of the N.T.S.C. signal ,is,
that the two components have been
combined in such a way that they
occupy the same total bandwidth
as that used by the equivalent monochrome signal. Due to the manner
in which the human eye perceives
colour, the separation of the luminance and chrominance enables the
bandwidth of the chrominance signal
to be reduced to about one-third of
that of the luminance.
Further
saving of bandwidth is achieved by
placing this reduced bandwidth
information at the upper end of
the luminance band in such a way
that the inevitable interference (crosstalk) between the two signals has a
minimum effect on the compatible
picture on the monochrome receiver.
The actual mechanism by which
this band sharing takes place
Fig. 46.-The camera shown on the opposite page opened for servicing.
employs a colour sub -carrier (in

after it has left the encoder, of course, can be measured
similarly.
As already explained, because of the physical
make -up of the human eye, the sensation produced
by practically all the colours encountered in real life
can be reproduced by the additive mixture of red,
green and blue lights. Therefore, it is a common
feature of all colour television systems with any
pretensions to accurate colour
reproduction that the receiver
employs coloured lights of red,
green and blue, whose intensities
are controlled by three separate
signals from the transmitter. The
N.T.S.C. signal transmits these
(a) a luminance
three signals as
(brightness) component
and (b)
a chrominance (colour) component, having two separate parts.
The luminance component is the
saine as that which would be produced by .a panchromatic monochrome television camera looking
at the same scene, and this signal
therefore
produces
a
normal
monochrome representation of the
coloured scene on a monochrome

the British version 2.66 Mc st which

simultaneously modulated in amplitude and phase
by the two -colour difference signals, the carrier itself
being suppressed so that the chrominance signal
exists only when colour is present in the scene being
transmitted. The colour sub -carrier is an odd multiple
of half the line- scanning frequency, and under these
circumstances the visibility of the best pattern produced between it and the scanning lines is a minimum.
is

(To be continued)

:

;

receiver.
The chrominance component
consists of two colour -difference
signals, which in the simplest terms.
may be said to convey the hue and
degree of saturation of the colour

Fig. 47.

-A

general vielv of the BBC's colour studios control room.
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New Map of London
THE recent doubling of the power of the I.T.A.'s
Croydon transmitting station has been one
of the factors which has helped to accelerate
tic rate of conversions in the London area so that
there are now over one million homes which can
receive independent television programmes from
this station.
A map has been prepared, and is shown below,
showing the official limits of the new service area in
which nearly 11.1 million people lice : of these, just
over !O million are in the primary and the remainder
are in the secondary service area. In the primary
service area, most siewers, unless they are situated
in particularly unfavourable positions such as behind
high ground or screened by high buildings, should
receive a consistently satisfactory service : in the
secondary service area, a substantial proportion of
viewers should receive a satisfactory service, but in a
few unfavourably situated places reception may he
poor. On the fringes of the secondary service area,
reception may often be possible in particularly
favourable places, but these places cannot properly
be considered to lie within the official service area and
Wide variations
hence cannot be shown on the map.
in reception conditions can occur in such localities

December, 1956
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Area

between points will in quite short distances of each

other.
Fringe Reception
In " fringe areas

" meteorological conditions can
have a disturbing effect on reception so that it is by
no means consistent.
Conditions were, in fact,
abnormal during the latter part of October, and in
these areas some viewers experienced interference
from distant stations. This interference can often he
reduced, and picture quality improved, by a careful
re- alignment of the t jewel's receiving aerial.
Coverage
The map shows the estimated approximate coverace
of Croydon station with 120 kilowatts etTectise
radiated power. The total population of this area is
11.44 million (approx.). The Primary Service area
serves 10.1 million (approx.) and the Secondary
Service area 1.34 million (approx.).
The full details of Channel 9 are : E.R.P. 120 k \V
Frequencies : Vision, 194.75675
omnidirectional.
Mcis : Sound, 191.27 Me ;s : Site height, 37 aft.
above sea-level ; Mean aerial height, 550ft. ahu\e
sea -level.
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Addinç a Turret 'Tuner
HOW TO MODIFY AN EXISTING

RECEIVER, WITH

AS AN EXAMPLE

ONE of the questions which occurs most often
in our correspondence is " How can I add a
turret tuner to my set ? " Many readers do,
of course, confuse a turret tuner with a Band Ill
converter, and really mean to ask how to add a
converter. There are, however, a large number who
think that whilst they are modifying a set to accommodate a converter it might be worth while making a
better job of it by using a turret tuner instead of a

Fig.

1.- Circuit

of the first I.F. stage of the Lynx,
showing modifications.

PARTICULAR REFERENCE

TO THE

LYNX

By W. J. Delaney

to the local Band I and Band Ill station. It is
true that in various parts of the country viewers
may be within range of two BBC or ITA stations,
but for the majority of the time the stations are
linked and there is not sufficient programme difference
to justify a Band I multi -tuner, whilst many of the
converters tune to two ITA stations.
13 Channels or Continuous Tuning
However, in order to satisfy those who wish to
fit some form of multi -tuner the following notes have
been prepared. Firstly, looking round the available
tuners it will be found that the majority are of the type
fitted with a rotating section into which the various
coils are clipped -hence the name turret. This type
of .tuner is adjusted so that it tunes to the 13 usable
television channels. The Valradio tuner, however,
is not of this type but has a 9- position switch, with a
concentric knob which controls the movement of
brass and iron cores in a number of coils. These
coils are actually wound to cover the highest wavelength covered by the tuner, and then tapped for the
lower ranges. The coils are heavily doped to prevent
movement and it will be found that under all normal
usage it will hold its settings. The dial supplied with
it will show that in, say, position 1, channels 9 to 13
may be tuned, -that is, from 190 to 225 Mc/s. In
addition to all the BBC channels, it covers those of
Band III and also the F.M. channel from 65 to
100 Mc/s. It consists of the usual cascode R.F. stage
with pentode- triode frequency-changer, and the
output consists of a small coupling coil which has to
be included in the I.F. stage of the receiver with
which it is used. The output is, therefore, at I.F.
and models are available for the 1.F.'s of 9 -14, 16-20,
19 -24 and 34-40 Mc /s.

Set Modification
To indicate the lines of approach, as all receivers
will vary slightly, an example is given of the addition
of this type of tuner to one of our own receivers, the
Lynx. It should be mentioned, of course, that the
instructions will follow the general lines to he adopted

converter. Actually, it is rather pointless to fit a
turret tuner to a home -constructed set (or a purchased
one, for that matter) if the user does not intend to
travel about the country with the
set. This type of tuner was developed
for the set manufacturer so that he
could produce a range of receivers
which could be sent out to any part
of the country, and the user could
adjust the set to his local transmission
as easily as one now tunes to Band I
or Band 111. This avoids the necessity
of the manufacturer having to produce different models for different
stations, or as did one particular
manufacturer, having to produce a
range of R.F. units which could be
supplied to their dealers to fit in each
area. Theoretically, therefore, all
that any viewer needs in any A view of the Vision -sound
locality is a receiver which will tune
strip after modification.
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sith

of turret tuner which has an output at
although the method of connecting the power
supplies will s;ary from model to model.
The first thing to he done is to get at the sound sision strip, and again this ssill nary according to

LF.-
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New

correction

e

V3

C12

Connections
removed
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-

Cconection

.tmorey

R/2

difficult raatter.as the F.C. stage has in its output circuit
an I.F. coil or transformer. and therefore all that ss ill
he needed skill be one coil to replace the oscillator
coil. The number of turns will depend upon the
I.F. used in the set and will range from about 40 turns
for an 1.12. of 9,'I3 Ws. to i5 turns for an 11. cf
34 40 \lc.s- assuming the standard type of 1.F.
transformer which is just oser in. in diameter. In
the case of the Lynx and any receiver similar to it,
the grid coil of the first I.F. stage is tuned to the
I.F. band and although this is staund as a transformer,
the primary may he ignored without ill -effect.
The other point in design which must be mentioned
is the sound take-off point. Again, referring to the
Lynx the sound was taken through a 5 pF fixed
condenser from the anode of the frequency changer.
As this stage is cut out (there being already the
necessary frequency changer in the tuner), it becomes
necessary to transfer the sound take-off pomt to the
anode of the first 1.F. stage. Again this should,
theoretically, cause no trouble although if the tuning
of the grid coil of the first I.F. stage is too sharp to
_tire sufficient pass -hand to coser sound and sision
adequately, the shunt resistor across the grid coil
may he changed, or the tuning modified slightly and
the I.F. tuning on the tuner adjusted so that these
two together give the required bandwidth. It sill Le
E

Cathode

of

fG.CorE

IF Output

VI

Coaxia/

Input Socket

Fig.

2.-Wiring diagram of

the Fig.

1

circuit.

the recciser design. In the Lynx, hoverer, the strip
may he removed entirely and the accompanying
illustration shows the strip after modification.
The Lynx receiver has three I.F. stages. and if the
receiver stith which the tuner is to he used has only
Iso I.F. stages it may he desirable to add a third
stage, or to convert the existing
frequency changer to an I.F.
stage. Fortunately this is not a

Chassis

Fig. 3.- Terminal strip of the Valradio tuner and the aerial circuit.

s

noted, of course, that with this
modification the real intention is
to avoid any modification to the
tuning circuits in the receiver, which
may hase been set up and adjusted
after much ¡hard work and are
now functioning perfectly satisfac-

torily.

L.

Another beur of the Lynx tision sound strip, shoring
the modifications.
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Summarising on the Lynx, therefore, the modifications consist of
transferring C29 (the sound coupling condenser) from pin'6 of L7or in other.sords from the anode
circuit of V2-to pin 5 (the anode)
of the first I.F. stage. Disconnect
both RIO and the earthing lead from
pin 6 on L7, and transfer the RIO
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lead to earth. The now vacant pin 6 should be connected to a coaxial socket conveniently mounted.
Again in the case of the Lynx the original aerial socket
was mounted on a separate strip at the rear of the
vision chassis, and as it is now no longer needed the
socket was removed and mounted in the position
shown in the photographs and drawings.

211

-are

cut out and the valves may be removed. The
now vacant 7-pin holder in the Lynx is then rewired
to provide the power supplies for the tuner, or if
another type of set is being modified, one of the
vacant valveholders is modified, provided that it is of a
type for which a plug can be obtained. Octal plugs are
readily available, as are B7G's, but the B9A's are not
so easily found. For the tuner with which we are
dealing we require H.T. and two low-voltage supply
lines, one of which may be earthed, in the case of
parallel heater wiring, or may be separate if series
heaters are used.
Again taking the Lynx as our
example, the heater wiring to VI and V2 is disconnected and the two valves in the tuner are fed from
the B7G base so that VI and V2 in the tuner follow in
the same order as VI and V2 in the original wiring
that is, between the two sound stages and the rest
of the heater chain. Connect the H.T. feed in the
receiver to any of the remaining pins on the spare
valveholder and then wire the terminal strip on the
tuner to the appropriate pins on the plug which is
being used. Fig. 3-shows the Valradio terminal
strip from which it will be seen that provision
is made for series or parallel heater supplies.
When ordering.the type (reference to which is
the I.F.) is followed by P or S for parallel or
,cries heaters.
All that now remains is to connect the
aerials -two separate aerials or a combined
aerial being needed if the F.M. band is not
to be used. As there is only one aerial
connection in effect on the tuner under
discussion, it will become necessary to use
a combiner or similar device as described
in previous issues. The tuner should be mounted
inside the cabinet with the spindle protruding and
the dial can he attached to the spindle and the
receiver should then function throughout the range.

-

The Valradio tuner which
forms the example taken
in this article. There are. or ccurse, other
channel tuners.
Power Supplies
When the tuner is added, the first two stages
the frequency changer and any pre -amp R.F. stages

-or
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No.

By

L.

Lawry-Jchrs

or video injection.

necessitates a low value sideo
In this receiver th's
is 47 ohms shunted by a .01/4F capacitor.
The
actual circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
This has bee-i
simplified by the omission cf the vision no ,e.

amplifier cathode bias resistor.

limiter circuit.

THESE notes are mainly, applicable to most of
the models in this range, hut several circuit
variations occur between the " B and H "
models and the " L." The 12351T is a T.R.F.
receiver with an additional R.F. stage (6F13) in
place of the local oscillator (6L18) of the " B and H "
Also the values of some of the
superhet models.
controls are different, and, of course, circuit variations
occur to suit the two methods of reception. How-

ever. so far as general servicing is concerned these
notes will be found applicable.
As these models are now sonne years old a few
words upon tube replacement may be of value.
Alternative tubes may be found fitted. These are the
Mazda CRM 121 and the Ferranti TI2,44 or T12 46.
The TI2i46 has not been available for some time, and
as this had a 6.3 volt heater the replacement T12,44
should be connected only when the connection on
the mains transformer has been changed from 6.4
volts to 4.1 volts. For the CRM 12I, of course, the
Readers wishing
2.1 volt tapping is provided.
to tit Mollard tubes of the MN'3I -16 or 31 -74 type
will lind that the octal tube holder will need to be
changed to duodecal ; an extra H.T. supply is required
to be connected to tag 10 of the duodecal hase as the
Mullard tubes are tetrodes. The 330 volt H.T. line
is suitable and the supply should be taken through
a fairly high value resistor in order to limit the
current in the event of an internal short in the tube.
Also an ion trap magnet vNill he required and this, of
course, lits on the tube neck and is adjusted for
Its exact position depends
maximum brilliance.
upon the influence of the focus magnet.
It is not proposed to deal at length with the
sound and vision R.F. and I.F. stages, as these are
fairly conventional and trouble free. The type of
valses fitted and their holders demand a good
connection if fading effects are to be avoided. The
circuit begins to become a trifle uncommon at the
vision detector (6D1) stage, where the I.F. signals
are fed to the cathode of the diode so that negative
going detected signals at video frequency are fed to
the control grid of the video amplifier. This method

It s\ ill be seen that positive going ignals arc coupled
to the tube grid by coupling capacitors, and this
arrangement necessitates the inclusion of a D.C.
restorer which in this circuit is coupled with a sync
limiter (Vl5 6D2).
The cathode of the tube is joined to one side of the
heater and the H.T. applied is varied by the brill`tnce
control. The 10Mí2 resistor in the cathode circuit
can be ignored since it is normally shorted out at the
radio adaptor panel. Before leaving the tube circuit
and video amplifier we would point out the fact that
the brilliance control network is derived from the
screen circuit of VII. Also that this point is decoupled
to chassis with an 80' capacitor. In the event of a
short developing in this capacitor the H.T. would be
removed from the brilliance control, thus provoking
the symptom of uncontrollable brilliance.

CFF

,WVNAMh'

47K)

%F

-

Restorer
and Sync.

To D.C.

C.R

470

Tube

470

óóóóó
1

Ii

Radio

Adaptor

O: jF

Fane(

Fig.

1.

-Tube circuit.
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Vision

.r. Interference
Limiter

Circuit

See also Fig. 2.
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Sync Separation
will hardly be at fault, since it is not concerned with
Once again a slightly unconventional circuit is the line timebase, and therefore V16 should receive
employed. From the limiter circuit the composite priority attention ; first, of course, the sync control
signal is applied to the first sync separator control and then the electrolytic capacitors when the valve
grid, V16 (6F14), which has the sync control in its itself has been tested and found good.
cathode circuit. The setting of this control is critical,
In the case of the line timebase poor sync separation
but once set it should need little adjustment.
or no pulses at all are evidenced by the refusal of the
From the anode circuit of this valve a 22pF picture to lock horizontally, even though it can be
capacitor connects to the T41
line oscillator (V18) control grid.
To 4.7Kí1
Also from the anode circuit a
(Tube network)
connection is taken to the control
grid circuit of VI7 (6F13), which
functions as a further separator
stage to filter out the remaining
V/s
line pulses before passing on the
clean frame pulses to the frame
oscillator V19 (T4I).
The presence of electrolytic
capacitors in the circuits of both
VI6 and V17 should not be overlooked when sync troubles are
experienced. It is often the case
that sync separator defects are
not recognised as such and the
timebase valves are often replaced
without need.
lf, for instance, the picture can
be made to roll both upward and
downward and yet will not lock
reliably the fault is that the pulses
are not reaching the frame time jI
base and that this in itself is
blameless. Therefore, V16 and
V17 should be suspected, especirestorer, limiter and 1st sync separator. i, 22pF to line
ally V17 if the picture is locking Fig. 3. -D.C.oscillator,
and 2, 56K to V17 frame sync separator.
well horizontally. On the other
hand, if both timebases have unreliable lock, i.e., are made to " hover " first one way and then the other
inclined to slip sideways and roll over frequently, V17 by the operation of the line hold control.
Poor hold and a general unHTt 250V. evenness of the overall illuminaFinal Vision
tion of the picture should direct
1FT
attention to the V15 (6D2) D.C.
8.2Kn
restorer and limiter valve, and
then to the .1 /iF video coupling
capacitor C23. If the insulation
of this is good check C22 .01,íF
for leakage.
Light and dark
3Kf2
bands across the picture should
ó
V6
direct
attention
to V15 (6D2)
2
60/
VI (6F14), which should and
be
Va
suspected
of
having
poor heater 6Fi-.
cathode insulation. if these are
in order check the 6D1 (V6).

joB?

I

i

-3

68Kn

iñ

0

/0
Kn

1Kf1

8,uF

68

PF
4711

68Kn

TSF

I
li

2

Video detector and video stage. See also Fig. 1.
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The Line Timebase
The line oscillator is a T41
(Vl8) thyratron and the line hold
control is in the cathode circuit
of this valve.
The sawtooth voltage waveform present at the anode is
coupled to the control grid of the
EL38 line output valve via a
,01 /tF capacitor and the grid
stopper resistor of 470 ohms.
The circuit of the EL38 is quite
straightforward and the faults
which commonly occur are those

PRACTICAL
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due to defects in the valve itself which may not be
immediately recognised.
Quite often a vertical white lindown the screen
can be traced to an open -circuited line amplitude
control which is wired in the cathode circuit of the
EL38. When this is replaced all may be well for a
period of time, when the sane thing may happen
again. In the event of this happening first check the
4.7K!2 screen dropping resistor, which may have
decreased in value, and then, if the resistor is in
order, replace the EL38 itself.
In some cases the resistor, the EL38 and the
amplitude control may require replacement before
conditions are restored to normal.
Unfortunately, another eventuality must be
considered. If the primary winding of the line output
transformer becomes open circuited no H.T. is
applied to the EL38 anode (top cap). As well as the
white line appearing down the centre of the screen
excess current will How through the screen dropping
resistor, which, to say the least, will not take kindly
to the consequent rise in temperature.
If it is discovered that the resistor is burned out,
or has badly overheated, and the H.T. is present at
the anode end of the primary winding of the line
output transformer, check upon the EL38 and the
.5pF capacitor, which is connected between the screen
grid and the cathode, which may have shorted.

The Frame Timehase
This consists of a T41 th ratron oscillator working
in a similar circuit to that of the line, w ith, of course,
different component values to suit the much lower
frequency. The output voltage is fed to the EL33
(VI3) frame amplifier by a .5!<F capacitor feeding
the frame linearity circuit and control which are in
the EL33 control grid circuit. The frame amplitude

s-c

p
k
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control is in the cathode circuit of this vahe. The
screen grid is fed from the H.T. line through a 22K!!í
resistor and is decoupled by an 8 / +F electrolytic to
the cathode. A horizontal line across the screen will
normally indicate a defective T41 or EL33 whilst
poor linearity with a fold up at the bottom should
focus attention upon the EL33 (low emission),
the 8;eF electrolytic or the .5 /4F coupling capacitor.
The Sound Circuit
The volume control is wired in the cathode circuit
of the first sound F.F. amplifier, or, in the case of
the L2351, R.F. amplifier. This is in place of the
more normal A.F. section control. 6F15 valves are
used as sound I.F. amplifiers, a 6D2 as a detector
and A.V.C., whilst a WX6 metal rectifier acts as the
noise limiter. The sound output salve is a 6P25,
with a connection from the control grid to the radio

adaptor panel.

In the event of low and distorted sound the resistors
associated with the WX6 should be checked. The
anode resistor is 560K9 whilst the cathode resistor
is 10 megohm.

The

EiiT

Supply

This is of the R.F. oscillator type, an EL33 (or
6P25) being used as the oscillator and an EY51
as the EHT rectifier. This unit is fairly trouble free,
except for occasional EY5I failure. As the EY5I
fails on emission, the symptoms are that the picture
" blows up " and blurs on light picture content or
as the brilliance or contrast is advanced. As the
emission falls still farther the picture will expand and
fail completely as the controlF are advanced.
The oscillator does not give a lot of trouble but the
symptoms are similar when it does. A variable
capacitor in the anode circuit gives some control of

6.4

o4/
21

Tube

Heater

380 V

Supply

3301e

J1 hM
±1
32,uF

16,5,F

CsJ

260 V

000(506\--::

.3.4ûrì
250 V

/6NF

+

+1
32¡nF

6V

Fig.

5.- Circuit

of the mains section.
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Power Supply
A double -wound transformer has multiple windings
as shown in the diagram, and it will be seen that each
GZ32 has its own circuits to supply.
The sound and vision circuits, including the sync
separator stages, are fed from the 250 -260 volt
supply points, whilst the line and frame timebases
and the EHT unit derive their supply from the 330 and 380 -volt points. The H.T. negative centre tap
on the transformer is connected to chassis through the
focus coil, this being shunted by a fixed 1505 and a
variable 1 K52 in series for focus control. It is also
shunted by a 100/LF electrolytic. As mentioned earlier,
electrolytics can give trouble and in this particular
part of the circuit failure to control focus should first
of all lead to a check on this particular condenser.
Check for short -circuit, which would have the effect
of cutting out all control here. An open- circuited
focus coil or 1 ICS-2 control will, of course, give similar
symptoms.
Failure of either of the rectifiers will be self-evident,
but in the case of low emission, changing round the
two valves will serve as a ready check.

215

600i
pFT

EHT (which should be 7kV) by varying the oscillator
frequency.

3d

EYSI

5

380

p

V

to

CRTube
Anode

6

a

7

2r

/00Kí

o

00/5

8

pF 350n-O%

.00/

-

I

NF

EL33
Osc.

Fig. 4. -The EHT circuit.

Amateur's Results
interested in your article
conversion of a View master chassis to be used as a 35 -40
Mc /s I.F. amplifier. I had pre
viously found the original Viewmaster
a very easy unit to obtain good
band- width, so decided to build
one on the lines indicated by you,
excepting that I modified the valves
to suit modern type instead of
EF50 which are subject to base
troubles. Also the additional coils
you show above the chassis have
been re- arranged with one above,
the other below, each of them in
screening. cans to present a neat
appearance.

IWAS
on the

WI
.,-,_

.411PA
Ill
.

111W
III

__

III

I

S

\
3Cq MGJs

34 45

The modified View master and (aboie)
the response curves.
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The accompanying diagram shows
the idgal response curve for the
three major frequencies positions.
Also actual curves obtained on the
tube of a Televet tester. The results
obtained are, in my opinion, quite
good. There is a slight cutting as
will be seen on frequencies above
2? Mc /s, but if required this could be
offset by arranging the bottom of
the curve to have an outward slope
to give a boost at this part. The
reason I have not done this, although
this is commercially normal, is that
such a boost tends to give a form of
harsh brilliance which I think undesirable. -Gro. T. LAYTON (Eccles).
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DATA SHEETS=
No.

-

1.- MARCONIPHONE MODELS VT68DA, VC68DA, VT69DA, AND VC69DA
H.M.V. MODELS 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845 AND 1846

NUMBER of features

are common to all the
and Marconiphone recci\ers listed
above. These are as follows -_
Tuner Unit. -14 -point switch, with 14th position to

AH
H.M.V.

:

-a

switch to I.F. for future connection of -say
iJ.H.F. tuner.
Incremental Inductance "Tunis,,.- -Since the tuning
of each channel is dependent on a small increment of
inductance only, the chance of any channel being
out of tune is grctatly decreased. There is, therefore,
no need to trim each channel individually, but only
the start and finish of each band. Hence there is less
drift, less maintenance and more reliable production.
Vision /.F.---Use of adjacent sound channel suck
circuit to take care of two signals on adiacent channels

in the same area, e.g.. channels 9 and 10 in Yorkshire.
2nd I%iOion /.F. -Uses a bridge -T sound suck
circuit gis ng 40 db reject ion with but little attenhlat ion
at 3 Mcls.
Use of small coil formers in Vision I.F. circuit close
to chassis eliminates screening cans and aids accessi-

bility.

High impedance frame linearity circuit gives
control of linearity both at top (after fly -back) and
overall, and prevents the line pulses from the scanning
coils getting back to the grid of the frame output
valve and spoiliog the interlace by small amplitude
variations. Also it completely compensates in terms
of linearity for all production valve, transformer, and
scanning coil variations.
high -level video contrast
Video Amp /ijicr.
control allows constant sync ampli-

-A

-

bandssidth For instance, the ist common I.F. is
3.5 Mc s fiat.
It also Lis es correct rate of Il -otT at carrier to
keep the phase -shift of L.F. side hands very small.
Hence a small tuning error results only in the loss
of 3 Mc s definition and does not introduce smearing
and overshoot due to L.F. phase distortion.
Anti -blocking or overloading features, e.g. -- sound
l

is applied to Vision A.G.C. line to prevent
overloading should the vision carrier fail ; hence
sound announcements can still he heard.
Anti -blocking diode (triode) operates when unmodulated carrier is radiated (as ssl en the transmitter warms up), and so prevents overloading of
Vision I.F. valves and video output valve.
Variable A.G.C. applied to R.F. valve, presenting
cross- modulation in strong signal arcs but providing
for minimum noise in weak areas.
Line output transformer in special insulating grease
which becomes semi -liquid when the set is in operation, so scaling any voids or air- bubbles -vet can
be transported when cold without ar :s risk of leakage.
Hence elaborate sealing methods are not necessary.

A.G.C.

Features of Mareoniphone Models
Sync -cancelled A.G.C. provides A.G.C. dependent
on sync pulse amplitude and not picture content.
It is not dependent on the line frequency being
correctly in lock as in line -gated circuits.
Selenium rectifier in video cathode looks like
approximately 120 ohms at Q.C. but has very low

sync separator, constant
picture amplitude to black spotter,
and constant delay voltage to A.G.C.
It also provides the best definition at normal setting of contrast
for use in the home, but greater
drive at slightly lower definition
for use in broad daylight.
An aluminium shroud around
the scanning coils reduces the risk
of line timebase interference with
radio sets.
Electrostatic C.R. tube gi \es fine
centre focus and better overall focus.
It saves the weight and cost of a
focus magnet, and permits the focus
control to be put in a convenient
position on the front of the set.
It rarely needs adjustment in normal
use since the focus is extremely free
from drift.

tude to

Features of H.M.V. Models
Use of over-coupled bandpass
circtiits for optimum stage gain-

I1.M.V. Model 1845.
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A.C. resistance

hence

;
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it elimin-

by-pass capacitor which
would tend to remove L.F. or D.C.
components.
It should also be noted that because
of the use of A.G.C. on the R.F.
and I.F. stages the pre -determined
contrast level is reasonably constant
across the anode load, and also a
constant D.C. potential on the C.R.T.
cathode is maintained by connecting
the contrast control between equipotent ial points, i.e., the lower ends of
the anode and screen resistors of the
video stage. The video interference
limiter is of the phase inverter type,
that is, the video signals are fed to the
cathode of the limiter and the grid
ates

a

potential is controlled by the picture
interference limiter control. The grid
potential is adjusted so that this valve
will conduct only on the interference
pulses with a greater amplitude than
that of peak white. The amplified
interference pulses formed on the
anode

of the valve

are in a negative
grid of the
C.R.T. to cancel interference pulses
fed with the signal to the C.R.T.
sense and are fed to the

..

Model

Height
161in.
191in.

I7in. Table Model
14in. Console Model
17in. Console Model

Mains Supply
195 -255 D.C. or A.C. 50 cycles per second.
Consumption

watts approx.

130

'..:;{wiXA>:fi::;:<.

MARCONIPHONE SPECIFICATION
Type
14in. Table Model

VT68DA
VT69DA
VC68DA
VC69DA

4.

Marconiphone Model VT69DA

cathode.
Physical Dimensions

....

Channels

Operative on British Band I and Band
Channels -5 and 6 -13 respectively.

Ill

1

324in.
36:'.in.

Width

Depth
204in.

171in.
201in.
18in.
21ín.

Z152
V9 or
Z719
Z152
VIO or
Z719

A.F. Output

VII or2152
Z7t9

Line Oscillator

N152
V12 or
N339
Vl3 or U153
U329

Line Output

22ín.
20 }in.

25in.

Sync Separator

Efficiency Diode

U151

EHT Rectifier

LN 52
LN309

Frame Oscillator and Output

Intermediate Frequencies (Carrier)
Vision 34 Mc/s.
Sound 37.5 Mc/s.

Vl4 or U43

Valves

V16 or U 154
H.T. Rectifier
U319
U154
V17 or
H.T. Rectifier
U319
Type
4/14G
14in.
C.R.T. {
I7in. Type 4/15G Emîscope Tube

PCC84

V I or
B319
PCF80
V2 or LZ319

R.F. Amplifier

Sound

Frequency Changer

and

Z152
V3 or Z719

I.F. Amplifier

Vision

ZI52

V4 or Z719
N153
V5 or N309
ECC82
V6 or
B329
Z152
V7 or
Z719
Z152
V8 or
Z719

Vision I.F. Amplifier
Video Amplifier
Picture Interference Limiter and
Auxiliary A.G.C.
Sound 1.F. Amplifier
Sound I.F. Amplifier

V15 or

Loudspeaker
Table Models -5in. diameter electro- magnet.
Console Models- 10Ain. elliptical permanent magnet.
The speech coils of these loudspeakers have an
impedance of 5 ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

Sensitivity
For normal picture
Sound for 350 mW output
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Band 1
301 V
15µV

Band

III

100, V
50µV.
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H.M.V. SPECIFICATION

Physical Dimensions
Model
1841

1842
1843
1844
1845
1846

(7in. Popular Table Model
f 7in. Console Model -with doors
17ín. Console Model -without doors
14in. De Luxe Table Model
17ín. De Luxe Table Model

Mains Supply
195 -255 volts D.C. or A.C. 50 cycles per second.
Consumption
140 watts approx.
Intermediate Frequency (Carrier)
Vision 34.65 Mc ;'s.
Sound 38.15 Mets.
Channels

Operative on Band and Band Ill Channels -5
and 6-13 respectively.
lvcs
Cascode R.F. Amplifier
\ PCCS4 or B3I9
(sound and vision)
Frequency Changer
V2 PCF80 or LZ319
(sound and vision)
V3 EF80, Z152 or
I.F. Amplifier
Z719
(sound and vision)
\ 4 EF80, ZI52 or
1.F. Amplifier
Z719
(sound and vision)
Vision I.F. Amplifier
\ 5 PCF80 or LZ319
and Vision Auxiliary
1

1

\

1

\

6

V7

Height

Type
14ín. Popular Table Model
14in. Console Model-without doors

1840

December, 1956

PL83. N 153 or
N309
PCF80 or LZ319

V8

PCLS3 or LN309

V9

PCF80 or LZ3I9

A.G.C.
Video Output

Picture

Interference

Limiter

and

Sync

Separator.
Frame Generator and
Out put
Line Generator and
Vision A.G.C.

BBC Colour

ON Monday, November 5th, the BBC started its
third series of experimental colour television
transmissions. The two previous series of tests were
transmitted from Alexandra Palace in October, 1955,
and in April of this year. The new series, which will
continue for about six months. is on Channel
tVision, 45.0 Mc!s ; Sound, 41.5 Me;'s) from the
BBC's new London television station at the Crystal

,J

1

Palace.
The system of transmission is the sanie as that
used for the earlier experiments, namely a modified
version of the American N.T.S.C. system adapted to
suit the British television standards of 405 lines. 25
pictures per second. The signals are, therefore, compatible ; that is they will produce black -and -white
pictures on monochrome receivers as well as colour
pictures on colour receivers.
The earlier experimental transmissions were mainly
concerned with problems of compatibility. The new
series will have as one of its main objects the assessment of quality and acceptability of the colour pictures
produced by the complete chain of colour equipment
from the studio to colour receiver.

\'IO
VI I
\'12
V13

Width

Depth

t8in.

17'in.

20!. i n.

33'in.
20;ín.

33' in.

21!,ín.
23ín.

38in.
36in.

21in.

244,

20.in.

24in.

18in.

7!in.

1

i

n.

201 i n.

PL8I, N152
PY8I, U153 or

,0,23in.
Line Output
Efficiency Diode

U329
ÚI51 or U45
EBF80. ZD152 or
\VD709

EHT Rectifier
Sound ).F, Amplifier
end Sound Auxiliary

20.1

in.

A.G.C.

or

V14

EFSO, Z152

\

2719
EF80, Z152 or

15

Sound

1.F.

Amplitìer

Audio Output

Z719
14in. Models Emiscopc Type 5/2, pentode

C.R.T.

aluminised
17ín. Models

Emiscope Type 5/3, pentode
aluminised
In addition, Metal Rectifiers are used as frame
integrator clipper, sound interference suppressor,
focus potential rectifier and H.T. rectifier.
Germanium diodes are used as vision and sound
demodulators.
Loudspeaker
1

-

Tabl

11ode/s- --8in. elliptical moving-coilpermanentmagnet w ith a speech coil impedance of 5 ohms ut
1,000 c.p.s.

Console Mode/v- -101.in. elliptical moving -coil permanent- magnet with a speech coil impedance cf
5

ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

Sensitivity
t

Band I
Band III

Rion
¡.N

10

=0;rV

Sound
5 pV
15

V

The pictures will consist of " live " studio items,
colour films, still pictures, and test patterns originating
from the BBC's experimental colour television
cameras and equipment at Alexandra Palace, from
where they will be sent over G.P.O. circuits to the
Crystal Palace transmitter. The transmissions will be
received at a number of selected points in the service
area of the Crystal Palace station on colour receivers
specially developed by the British radio industry for
the BBC tests. They will also be received on black and -white receivers which will provide more information about compatibility.
The colour transmissions lake place after normal
programme hours on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. starting at 11.10 p.m. approximately and lasting
for about 40 minutes., Because of their experimental
nature they will be subject to alteration. in tinïe,
interruption, or cancellation without notice.
These BBC experimental colour transmissions,
like the previous series, are being, made in cooperation with the radio industry. and in -agreement
with the Television Advisory Committee, which has
been asked by the Postmaster - General to report on
the whole field of colour television.
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FOR VALVES

ALPHA

lA3l.T
1

A7

6;-

57.411

11; 6

6.47
6A8
6A8(I
6AC7

1('1 DEU2

1( 11.11 9,8
111544 l' 10/8
1N.;
11tñ
7S3

l'l'

6A05

5'-

11.113

7

6AM5
6AM6

2112

7.6

4:8

fiA@5

:4Q1

98

a181,,,

9:6

3.

3

./_

61'114

7 6

10/6
6/6

0114
6,1,61.
(IF'6M
61 ,' l

6'8

6/6

86

IalAS

6006

-

8 -

10/7/-

I'_t

1/-

5117

14¡-

6S.A76T 8/-

7,6

6607
(1Hî
66.1,

2:8

,;s1,7

7/6

6'-

8Ì-

61(I

46

51

81-

8/-

6657

6J7r,

6 8

8;raV7
9/3
1('1(IT 15/61 31:
8i8
615
8/6

61(71;

5.6

6161:

8/6

68117

7/.
9/9/-

1216
14 -

636
(E( VI

8/-

611W6

7/6

61'11

6,J511T
6.1516

7/8

118

61+1:f

6H6

6/4/-

611441

:I' 96

607
Gy76T

^;8

61'I.;
6B:II

5,'7/6
7/8
8/6

81

61,7

7 6

1

714

'u.l.

106

667M

6 6
I

I

7-

61-I:

75
80

78

7/_

7/8

91-

12,407

9/-

128117

96
86

108

5 6
5 8
2-

2:,1e611T

955
956
U1Cl

419

6 6

3,6
12.8

108

11 11 6
13 8
OB

LA6
L AH8 116
12AT7

9

12AX7
128A,;

108'-

8!6

1016

136

-,1':
2.-,Z10
5Z5

9 6
9 9

11-

17989

9-

96

257,4(IT

9'-

:'.51,6O7'

9-

:'..\14

::5/,4(1T 8 8

501,60T 81
Alxl/Pen 818
ATP4
5DAF'96 10'6
DFUr;

10;8

1167::5 10

Easy to Build.
Valves 6J7, 6K7, 6V6GT plus

metal rectifier.
Walnut cabinet.
Full instructions, point to point wiring diagram.
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Postage and Packing
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;

ES

add 3/- unless

otherwise stated.
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C.O.D. fee and postage 3/ -.

All single valves postage 6d.
Full terms of business as inside
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MAIL ORDER ONLY
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Eliminating

lithrough

AND INTERFERENCE FROM

PREVENTING PATTERNING

BBC

CHANNELS ON I.T.A.

CHANNELS
By Gordon

J.

BY now a large number of our readers will have
discovered that one of the biggest problems
involved in converting Band I receivers for
reception of the I.T.A. by means of superhet type
add -on converters is in eliminating BBC breakthrough
on the 1.T.A. picture and sound.
This undesirable feature often precludes the use
of this simple method of conversion when the receiver
is situated some IO to 20 miles from a powerful BBC
station. The symptoms are becoming well known.
On the picture severe pattern effects detract from the
quality of the I.T.A. reception and, in certain cases,
in the background can be observed the BBC picture.
The sound may also be affected either by a whistle,
due to the unwanted and wanted signals or by the
BBC sound breaking through on the I.T.A. sound.
The trouble is caused, of course, by the fact that
even when the combination is adjusted for reception
of the [TA. the receiver itself is still responsive to
signals in the local Band 1 channel. Direct pick -up
of the BBC signals thus occurs either on the link
connecting the converter to the receiver or on the
first stage wiring of the receiver.
Two signals, therefore, are fed to the receiver ; the
converted Band 111 signal and the BBC signal. These
two signals beat together and give rise to the familiar
patterning on the picture and whistles on sound.
The extent of the disturbances depends to a large
degree on the ratio of the local signal strengths of the
BBC and 1.T.A. lf, for example, the BBC signal is
much larger than the T.T.A. signal, it will be necessary
to advance the receiver contrast and sensitivity
controls in order to secure a viewable I.T.A. picture.
This action increases the gain of the receiver and thus
makes it respond to the strong BBC signal, even
though an aerial is not actually connected to the
receiver itself.
On the other hand, if the I.T.A. signal is stronger
than, or equal to, the BBC signal the sensitivity of
the receiver need not be unduly advanced when
receiving the I.T.A. and consequently the stronger
converted I.T.A. signal generally masks any slight
spurious BBC signal which may be present on the
converter link or first stage wiring of the set. The

problem is eased considerably. and picture noise is
made less noticeable, if the
converter's gain or sensitivity
control is turned right up.
Before attempting this mode
of conversion in swamp areas
of the BBC transmission it is
a good idea to find out just
Band I
how strong the local signal is Aerial
and how it is likely to affect
the converted receiver. This can
be done by removing the aerial
and in place using a 3ft. length
of coaxial feeder terminated

King, A.M.I.P.R.E.
by a 75 -ohm resistor. If a picture and loud sound
can be received on this hook -up in place of an aerial,
then breakthrough of the BBC is bound to occur
when an add -on converter is used.

Removing the BBC Signal
There are several ways by which one can attempt
to remove the unwanted BBC signal. Some success
may be attained by screening the inside of the receiver
cabinet and, if necessary, thoroughly screening the
first (and possibly second) stage wiring and components including the valve -not forgetting to make

provision for ventilation !
Most converters feature a socket for the Band I
aerial and a Band Changeover switch. In the " Band
Ili " position the Band I aerial is removed from the
receiver and possibly short- circuited. Unfortunately,
though, the capacitance of the switch and associated
wiring reflects a certain amount of Band I signal into
the converter link, and thus aggravates the effect of
interference. This can be avoided by removing the
Band I aerial from the converter when receiving
the I.T.A.
If Band I signal is getting to the receiver by way
of the converter/receiver connecting link, the link
should be cut to a critical length to act as a stub.
Good quality close -woven coaxial should be used,
and for Channel I sets should be cut to exactly 66in.
A length of 48in. should be used with Channel 4 sets,
57in. for Channel 2 sets and 52in. for Channel 3 sets.
If the use of a critical length does not help matters
the link should be cut as short as possible.

A Patterning Removal Unit
Sometimes a complete cure results by the use of
one or more of the previously described palliative
measures. But more often than not, although the
interference is alleviated, there still remains a trace
of breakthrough. And in very severe cases a more
drastic approach to the problem is demanded.
A perfect solution to the problem has been provided
by Spencer-West, Ltd. in the form of a small unit
which serves to cancel out the interfering signal.

O

Primary

0

f

Secondary

Xp

O

O

To

Sand!

Receiver

Aeria/
Socket

T/

I

To Band
Aerial Input

of Sandi!
Converter

RF

Transformer

î 1.-

Fig.

Circuit of the Spencer -West Patterning Remover.
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To

Converter

Output
Socket

I®

Hitherto, engineers and experimenters hase often
been obliged to abandon the simple add -on mode

of

:onversion purely on the grounds of BBC breakthrough. Now, however, aided by the unit, conversions of this nature can he carried out with
complete success even close to a powerful station.
A sample of the BBC signal 'is applied to the unit,
which modifies the signal strength and phase so that
t appears as an enact mirror image of the signal
;-ticked up on the receiser's first stage and converter

`
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any amplitude (limited, of course, by the amplitude
of the input signal) and any phase angle.
Let us consider TI. When it is set at the centre of
its travel equal and opposite signals flow in sections
X and Y of the centre- tapped primary of the 12.F.
transformer. These two signals thus cancel out and
no signal exists across the secondary. When TI is
set. say, at point I the input signal circulates in
section X of the primary and a voltage is induced
across the secondary. When TI is set at point 2 the
input signal circulates in
section Y of the primary and
a voltage equal and opposite to the former case is
r

developed

Gó
,)

secondary.
The same

Resistive
Component

-fhe

phase and amplitude of a signal depends upon
the sectorial sum of the reactive
and resistive components as
shown.

Fig. 2(A)

it

ytol
.mPte

is then

111

effect

occurs

with operation of T2, but

)-

2(B
When the resultant sample signal is exactly
opposite ro the resultant
breakthrough signal the
interference is eliminated.

applied, together with the
signal, to the receiver aerial
socket. Thus, because the sample signal is the exact
opposite of the interfering signal, the interference is
completely eliminated.
The circuit of the unit is shown at Fig. I. The
Band aerial feed to the Band i socket on the converter is made via the unit at points A and B. Similarly, the converter connection to the Band i receiver
is made via points C and D. This means that when
the converter is switched to a Band 111 position some
of the signal in the Band aerial is purposely conveyed to the receiver aerial socket by way of the

connecting link.
converted Band

the

across

this time the voltage across
the secondary has a phase
displacement of 90 degrees

owing to the function of the
From this,
capacitor C.
then, we can clearly reali'e
that the reactive and resistive components making
up the resultant signal at Fig. 2.A can be altered just
as required to provide cancellation as at Fig. 2B.
The unit is self- contained in a metal box measuring
approximately 3; x 3 x lin. It is known as tf.c
Patterning Removal Unit Type 54.

1

1

Information "nSought
4 aeN leaf ll PC.
Rew tees
,apply bllhrrnalion nrsluet

invited to

tlrcr redder..

F. H. of Willesden wishes to know what cs- Government 'ri,
readily mailable. has been found most suitable for comersi. n

unit's R.F. transformer.
..s an I.F. strip for TV au the now standard I.F. of 38 sic s
This is what is wanted pros ided the signal is approx.
who can suggest the simplest and most efficient wa
exactly opposite to the breakthrough signal. The increasing
EHT front a Brautefeburgh EHT unit, now deliterire
make -up of any signal is determined by two com- 9 kV. t Fifteen kV. is required
T..1. of 'Hull.
ponents. These are a resistive component and a
Has cot reader practical details or a cage or slot or skeleton
and
the
phase
Moreover,
aerial which works on Band it and F. A1. t L. x1..1. of \1'ut.ir ,
reactive component.
amplitude of a signal depends upon the sectorial asks.
What practical details can he supplied fora combined
vectoriis
shown
This
components.
sum of these two
and sound strip which. tt hilst being used for existing prograinnics
ally at Fig. 2A. At Fig. 2B is shown vectorially the is designed and easily adapted for colour
t F. E. tPimlico I.
resultant breakthrough signal, and the resultant
L. O. P. pf Mitcham requires a Seri ice Manual of the A1.C.R.I
sample signal which has been altered in phase and 'rece it cr-either on loan or to pu rc ha'e.
amplitude so that it is opposite to the breakthrough
How can a commercial rcæ t er he 'a p:c..f. preferuhh c .signal. When this condition exists.the breakthrough ternally, to receite the French transmissions.' The set is a
signal collapses to zero and has no disturbing effect I_'- channel 1956 model. E. xi. of Dover enquires.
Who can supply data for a slum errer. which can be u' r a.l
on-reception of the I.T.A.
to ant o:' the existing BBC channels to recette any other chanr
the
operation
of
a
fair
idea
Now we have
of the
D. S. B. of Rugby asks.
O. L. of Torquay requires details.of an aerial which w ill ere;.Ii:
.unit we shall lind. it easier. to understand how the
5v entoe or London to he piked up wit it a suitable receisci.
is
sample
signal
modified
of
the
phase and amplitude
Can any reader supply H. H. P. of Shawthorpe with .t sct ire_
Since
there
signal.
breakthrough
out
the
to cancel
manual,of the RC.3880 t
is no indication as to whether the breakthrough_
.1. ?deli. of Paisley auks whether ;t. thin. tube can he
'.e
signal is predominantly reactive or resistive, the unit w a Regentone Big 12 Oise years old) e.irhout any modifiestl,
n.
features two pre-set' potentiometers, TI and T2
.1. Y. R. of Wimbledon seeks informal ion on avoiding frequesc f
sample
signal
the
to
render
serve
drill
eascode
amplifiers
as
1),
which
in
tired
in
converters.
Has
any
re,
'cr
(Fig.
opposite to the breakthrough signal." T1 alters the found modified circuit which shects this°
amplitude of the resistive component of the signal,
since the signal is applied through resistor R. and
HOW TO USE AN OSCILLOSCOPE
T2 alters the amplitude of the reactive component,
ITH'regard to the article under the above title
since the signal is applied through capacitor -C.
which was continued in last month's issue. It
Actually, the amplitude of the make up signals can
is 'regretted that this month's instalment has had
be varied from positive 90 degrees through zero to
negative 90 degrees. The two pre -set controls can to be held over and it will ha continued in next
thus be used to provide an output signal which has month's issue.
o
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SOME NOTES ON THE COMPLICATED
BY

BBC

ONE of the most interesting branches of the
modern television system, and the ors which
gives to television the life and sparkle which
are missing in the films, is that of outside broadcasting. With the aid of the O.B. Network, as it is called
it is possible for viewers in their homes to see events

at the actual moment that they take place, and so
many of these O.B.s have taken place in recent years
that the viewer is inclined to take it for granted and
little realises the immense amount of work which is
entailed in setting up the system. Viewers who have
seen the " Saturday Night Out " programmes on the
BBC will have seen something of the headquarters
(situated at Wembley) and the type of vans which may
be employed. But this is only part of the system. In
addition to camera vans there are power supply vans
and a complete mobile control room. The inside of
one of these is illustrated at the top of page 224.
On the extreme left is the television engineer's
position, and next to it is the sound mixer panel.
Then comes the vision mixer panel
and the communications panel. The
two latter panels can be transposed,
leaving the producer in the centre
position if he elects to have a vision
mixer instead of mixing the programme himself. Above the desk is
the monitor loudspeaker and the
main equipment rack containing the
camera control units and the picture

AND I.T.A.

"

LIVE

NETWORKS USED

"

RELAYS

engineer sites the control
an or scanner.
The maximum distance a camera may he from
the scanner is 1,000ft., though this distance can be
exceeded if the camera is treated as a " remote "
and the picture is brought into the control van by a
video circuit.
3. The necessary arrangements are confirmed by
letter from the Company to the organisers concerned.
4. Arrangements are made for transmitting vision
and sound back to Master Control at Wembley.
Sound will always be carried by Post Office lines.
Vision may be either transmitted by a Post Office
line or by a microwave link.
A microwave link consists of a transmitter at the
outside broadcast point and a receiver in London. If
the distance is great, two or more " hops " may be
used, each consisting of a transmitter and a receiver.
5. Commentators and other necessary people are
engaged.
6. The equipment is set up either on the day of
the

monitors.

Setting Up an O.B.
The work involved to carry out an
O.B. atsome future fixed date such,
for instance, as a relay of a sporting
event or from some source of entertainment, is summarised in the
following notes, which gives the
Associated -Rediffusion system for
LT.A. It should he noted that
instead of O.B.s the rival networks
use the American term, " Telecast."
The various stages are as follows :
1. The subject is decided, e.g., a
boxing match, a race -meeting, a
theatre excerpt.
2. The programme director, together with his technical advisers,
carries out a survey of the location
and decides where he wishes to
position his cameras and microphones.
Consequent upon which

FOR

.

A special mast used by Associated Rediffusion. Known as
this can be raised to 40ft. or more.
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o ,tater Cunt re! as described abuse,
whence the programme is relayed to the
local I.T.A. transmitter for transmission.
s

1ierowacc Links
The relay ing of the picture

by

rr

o

links has proved most successful, ;as
shown by the European relays. Smc'I
parabolic reflector aerial systems ;.re
used with waselengths of the order cf
7,000 Mc s, and these are usually not
more than 25 miles apart. The,c
are linked by radio- telephone SC that
co- operation between the engineer, ;a
the transmitting and receiving pouts
may he effected, and this is ttsualty
59.5 Mc s. When, as is often the case,
the li ik is required to terminate at ere
particular building in a large city. it r .:y

iris

&AC
1

he main BHC

isian and sound contrail desk in the \While Control Room.

7r:_nsmission or preciously. This entails rigging all the canicia cables
and sound lines between the control san and the camera po iiions and
positioning microphones. The director having chosen suitable Positions
On his sursey to cover the spot wilt direct the programme from the
ontroI can, which is equipped with carious monitor screens gis ing him
the picture coming in from each camera from which he will choose the
picture to he transmitted, which in turn will appear on another monitor
creen as leasing the control san. A final monitor will Nhov; him
" off air " or transmission pictures receised back in the control sari from

.111
eISPHAM

TO

MINERS
HOME

the I.T.A. transmitter.
7. The director is in communication with all his cameramen who
wear headsets and he can, therefore, direct them to the objects he
requires cotcred.
8. He will also hase a floor manager whose soh is to position andtime intersiesss, personality spots, etc., and the director is in communication with him also. The picture and sound are carried hack

BBC

1TO1
ALEXANDRA PALACE
VIA

NORMAL SOU,NC
LINE SYSTEM

?O

LOA
Part of the ',maturing B.t at the C.P.O. Switching Centre in London.
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well he found that tile path is obstructed
by a larger building in the sicinity. It
;hen becomes necessary to comcy the
signal to its lìnal destination by a comparatively short length of specially
equalised line in the G.P.O. telephone
system, or use a radio link- pros ided
This link is
The path is "optical."

:sally at a niuch loser frequency than
-he main link. cnerally about 200 Mc s.
L

(' entre
Situated in the West End of London
is a special G.P.O. switching centre. It
speech
.s as mentioned earlier that the
link on these O.R.s is carried out on
normal G.P.O. lines. and that special
Ss%itching

ritualised lines are used for si..sion rcla vs.
ill the special cables used for this
,impose are brought into a central

This BBC O.B. cantera has a \arotat lens nith'heo ranges -- -20ía. at, 14.5
and Rin. at / tt "fhe lens, by Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, is. mounted on a
\larconï Mk. Ill O.B. cantera.

buiisling known as the London Television Control Centre and its
funer ion is to operate and control the network. A s test. of one corner
of this centre is .seen at the foot of page 224, the six screens in this
picture being_ labelled Alexandra Palace to Broadcasting House;
next. C.E.L. 3 Injection Outside Broadcast : Wemac to Broadcasting
Broadcasting
House ; Broadcasting House to Alexandra Palace
House to Birmingham : and Broadcasting House to Wem-oe. It is
thus possible to route any picture to any desired point ,and at the sanie
time to sec the quality of the picture which is being relayed.
:

YES

Permenent vision.
cable network.
Vision on temporary

telephone circuit
Control /ine.
Music /ne
Radio link vision.

!1 esiiblex Centre
A part of the O.B. Centre at Wembley is seen in the Saturday Night

Out BBC

reia%s.

This building, which was built originally for

the-

British

control
-

music.

WE
E

BIRMINGHAM

BBC

FROM

irk used recently fur the BBC relay
ri ights.

A ty pica/ scene during an 0.13. This is the Hammersmith Palais, and the
Mike Boom can be seen out ahead of the canera.
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Empire Exhibition of 1924, was used by the BBC as
the Broadcasting Centre for the Olympic Games in
1948. More recently it has been acquired and
equipped as an operating headquarters and maintenance base for the Television Outside- broadcast
Section of the Engineering Division of the BBC.
The floor area covers some l; acres and provides
adequate accommodation for all the staff, vehicles,
workshops, stores and offices necessary to the
organisation. The main functions of this section
are
(a) The advance planning and preparation of
outside broadcasts.
(b) The assembly and dispatch of mobile units
and crews to outside-broadcast sites.
(c) The efficient maintenance of all the outside broadcast equipment.
To meet these needs a total technical staff of
approximately 100 is employed. An average of 21
programmes per month is carried out, i.e., visits
to 21 different sites for one -day events within a radius
of 50 kilometres around London.
The mobile technical equipment at present available
consists of
Four Mobile Control Rooms, each containing the
apparatus necessary to operate three cameras and to
feed the vision signal to line or to a nearby mobile
transmitter. Equipment is provided also to handle the
sound component and to receive the broadcast
programme, sound and vision, for monitoring and
cueing purposes. The apparatus can readily be
removed from the vehicle for temporary installation
where this is more convenient than using the vehicle
itself as the control room.
One Mobile Central Control Room. This vehicle
contains the equipment necessary to co- ordinate the
operations of two or more mobile control rooms
for the more complex kinds of television outside
broadcasts.

Two Mobile V.H.F. Transmitters. Where suitable
cables are not available these transmitters are used to
send the vision signals from the mobile control or
central control room to receiving stations at
Alexandra Palace and Highgate, London.
These are
Two Mobile Telescopic Masts.
modified fire- brigade ladder vehicles and can reach
a height of about 30 metres in a few minutes.
Two Mobile Power Units. Each carries a 25 kVA
diesel alternator set for use where a suitable supply is
not available at the point of origin of a programme.
Three Tenders, for auxiliary equipment.
Transportable V.H.F. and microwave transmitters
and receivers for sound and vision links.
For servicing this apparatus fully equipped workshops, test rooms and stores are necessary. In the
case of camera and associated vision apparatus,
duplicate channels of all types are permanently
installed, thus enabling all testing to be carried out
under operational conditions. The aim is to ensure
that all electrical and mechanical repairs and inspections are dealt with in the short intervals between
assignments. The stores hold a complete range of
spare parts as well as all necessary rigging and
installation materials (scaffolding, cables, ropes, etc.).
The advance planning is carried out by a group
of engineers who interpret programme requirements
and visit the sites beforehand : they have to study
every engineering aspect and ensure that full facilities
are provided in readiness for the units. This involves
negotiation with power supply authorities, County
Councils, the General Post Office and many other
organisations concerned. This group is also
responsible for organising the advance installation
of cables and construction of special camera
platforms.
In addition there is a small experimental group
whose task is to study the performance of new
equipment and report operational experience to
the design and development authorities.

ASimpleTV Signal Attenuator

the safety precautions, such as the capacitors shown
dotted, are not rendered ineffective. When the
capacitors are included then the attenuator should
be connected as shown.
If a small trimmer is used the attenuation can be
adjusted merely by adjusting the trimmer ; the
smaller the capacity the higher the attenuation.
Using a 3pF to 30pF trimmer the range of attenuation measured on Band I was 120:1 to 8:1. On Band
Ill it became 6:1 to 2:1, both useful ranges. If
higher attentuation is required a smaller capacitor
may be used and a variable capacitor consisting of
two short pieces of pushback twisted together lias
been found very satisfactory. -(C. H. BANTHORPE).

:-

:-

ordinary attenuator consisting of carbon
moderate amounts of
attentuation, but due mainly to the self- capacity of
the resistors is quite useless for high attenuation.
If a number of sections of an attenuator are used,
each causing a moderate amount of attenuation, it
becomes difficult to accommodate the string of
resistors in the receiver and it is extremely unsightly
outside the receiver.
High attentuation on Band Iii is even more
difficult due not only to the greater effect of the
self-capacity of the resistors, but also due to their
self- inductance. A method used by the author lias
proved very satisfactory in practice on Bands I and
III and in addition is cheap and quick to adjust.
The circuit is shown here. The cable connected to
the aerial socket inside the receiver chassis has to be
disconnected from the socket and the attenuator
inserted between the cable and the aerial socket. To
provide termination for the aerial feeder and loading
for the input circuits of the receiver, both have a
resistor of 100 ohms connected across them. The
" live " connections are then joined together via a
small capacitor, either fixed or variable. When the
attenuator is used in a receiver with a live chassis,
such as an A.C. /D.C. type, care must be taken that

THEresistors is satisfactory for

Aerial
Input

Socket

3-3OpF

Pecever café
which was
connected to

Aerial Socket

The attenuator circuit described by Mr. Banthorpe.
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SOME DLTAILS OF THE NEW
PREMISES

BBC

AT HAMMERSMITH

THE MO new BBC Teles mon Studios' at
Riserside, Hammersmith, with areas of 6.000
sq. ft. and 4.500 sq. ft. approximately are now
in operation. Together with the Lime Grose studios
they will help to meet the expanding needs of the
television service while the BBC's Teles ision Centre
at the White City is being built.
Although the Riverside studios has e, like Lime
Grose, been converted front 1ì1m studios they come
closer to the layout which experience has shoss n to be
most suitable for television. A number of important
new technical features has e been incorporated which
will make for improsed pictures both technically and
artistically.
The main technical improvements may be summarised as follows :
(I) Centralised control of switching, dimming and

hoisting of studio lighting.
(22) Improved layout of control rooms.
(31 Sound control facilities specially adapted to
tcicsision requirements.
Each of the two studios has been equipped ss it h
new Image Orthicon cameras.

lighting Installation
Up to the present time it has been ncce'ttry in
order to meet the needs of the
rapidly expanding t e l e v i s i o n
service to make use of available
Ulm studio lighting equipment in
the BBC teles ision studios. This
bas not provided the mobility
and flexibility of control required
" live" television production
where it is

227

illuminators are suspended in groups of four
from horizontal battens distributed over the roof
of the studio and each batten can he raised or
lossered by an electric hoist.
All the hoists
ame controlled
from a single control desk at
floor level. The lighting cables are arranged to coil
ihemsehes around the hoisting cables as the battens
are raised. In No. I studio there are 79 hoists and
344 lighting outlets (including those not associated
with the hoists). In No. 2 studio there are 62 hoists
and a total of 30S lighting outlets. This large number
of separate battens means that it is possible to
provide overhead lighting at any point on the studio
floor, simply by lowering the appropriate batten and
swinging the lights in the correct direction. This is
a great improvement on the old system, in which the
lights are suspended by block and tackle from
" skids" attached to girders running across the
ceiling, and further hauling of ropes is necessary to
mole the skids along the girders. The lighting control
console in Studio i oilers a total of 166 Control
Channels, each with its ossn dimmer. The majority
of these channels control the lighting outlets on the
suspended battens ; the remainder deal with other
lighting outlets on the lighting gallery and studio
v,alls. The channels supplying the outlets on the

necessary to change

complicated lighting arrangements
instantaneously as the action
moves from one "set " to another..
The need to follow the movements
of performers, and to provide
special effects when necessary,
also demands rapid changes in

lighting.
The lighting installation

at the
Riverside studios has been specially
designed and planned to meet the
special needs of telesision and is
something quite new in this field.
It is possible to switch or dint each
illuminator. either individually or
in groups, from a lighting control
console in tor immediately adjacent
to) the Vision Control Room. The

A gen.r.LI view ut' studio 2 from the gallery outside the
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battens have each a seven-position switch (located
alongside the Control Console) which enables a
choice to be made in the lamp connected to each
channel.
In Studio 2, the Console provides 96 Control

another on the same floor level. This was never
fully achieved at Lime Grove but it has been contrived for the first time in both the new studios. In
Riverside 1, the Vision Control Room has a view
of the studio through a sloping observation window,
which goes down to the control
room floor level. The producer's
seating position faces directly
through this window, and the
picture monitors are mounted near
the top of the window. Thus the
producer has a view of most of
the studio floor, with the picture
monitors in the same line of vision.
The vision mixing unit in each
of the studios has two group
panels in addition to the master
panel. This enables a special
effect, or other special combination of picture sources, to be set
up on one group panel while the
other panel is on transmission.
Thus a preview may be obtained,
not only of a single picture
source, but also of any desired
combination of sources. This preview can also be displayed in the
sound control room and vision
apparatus room.

Sound Control Facilities
A new type of Sound Control
Desk incorporates the features which operations
staff have found to be desirable for television
sound control. The provision of an attenuator
in each microphone channel makes it possible to
preset the gain in each channel when balancing.
This means that the quadrant faders can always be
pushed to the limit of their travel, which also assists
rapid cutting. Pre -fade buttons are provided, which
enable the signal in each channel to be monitored.

The camera console control unit in the apparatus room at studio 2.

Circuits with dimmers, and 48 switched circuits. The
interconnection of lamps to control circuits is done
on a large " patching " board in the Dimmer Room.
Both consoles have comprehensive arrangements
for switching or dimming selected groups of lamps
simultaneously. The switching can also be linked
with preset changes in the " set -up " of the picture
signal waveform, when special lighting effects are
required.
The dimming in Studio 1 is partly .by auto- transformers, and partly by resistances operated through
magnetic clutches. In Studio 2, thyratrons give direct
control of the current passing through the lamps.
One important difference between the two systems is
that in the first instance, the dimmers remain indefinitely in any given setting after the magnetic clutch
has been disengaged, whereas each thyratron requires
a constant control current in order to maintain a
setting. This makes it possible to offer more extensive
control facilities with the mechanical system. These
enhanced control facilities should improve picture
quality both technically and artistically. Artists and
cameras change their positions during transmission,
and it is desirable that the lighting should be changing
rapidly and continuously at the same time, in order
to maintain lighting levels which suit the needs of the
type of camera in use, to preserve the balance of
lighting and to provide any changes of lighting effect
which the producer may require. The maximum
lighting load is 150 kW in No. studio and 100 kW
in No. 2 studio, while the total number of illuminators
of various sorts available for use is 481 in Studio
and 348 in Studio 2.
1

1

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

transmitting modulators.

Control Rooms
Experience has shown the desirability

of having all

three control rooms (Vision Control, Sound Control
and Vision Apparatus) immediately adjacent to one

DECEMBER

1956

NOW ON SALE
PRICE Is. 3d.
The main feature in our companion paper,
: Practical Wireless," now on sale, is a
Front Door Intercommunication system. In this,
microphones are fitted at the door and in the house
or flat, and it is possible for the housewife or anyone
in the house to talk to a caller at the door without
having to go to the door. In addition, if satisfied
with the identity of the caller it is then possible,
by pushing a button -in the house, to release the
door catch and the caller may enter. In addition
to this there is a constructional article on a Versatile
Valve Voltmeter, how to make an Electronic Metronome, and the construction of a Compact H.T. -L.T.
Unit for Personal Receivers. This is a mains operated device for use in place of All -dry batteries.
In addition to the above constructional features
further notes are given on the construction of the
Beginners' Short -wave Three and the Radiogram
Cabinet which were described in last month's issue,
and also further details on the use of 807's in

-

The issue is completed with the usual features
Open to Discussion, On Your Wavelength, Round
the World of Wireless, etc.
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1
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4
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amp., 13.6

.111111.,
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VALVE MANUALS I & II, 5 VALVE awl TV TUBE .,I :11,111. 100019. 5
No V,
.07Vt.
ACID HYDROMETER.
7

416.

s.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 4-way 2 water, long sPindle
6 6
6
...
2 p. 2-way, 3 p. 2-way, short spindle
2 p. 6-way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3-way, long spindle... 3 8
...
... 3 8
3 p. 4-way, 1 p. 12-way, king spindle
VALVEHOLDERS. Pal, Int. Oct. 4d., EF50, EA50.
82. 512A, CRT, 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7 and
MOULDED Meads and lot. Oct. 62.
9 pin, L-.
BOG. B8A, B8G. BSA. 9d., BIG with can, 1 6,
CERAMIC, EF50,
VCRS? 2,6, B9A with ran 2,6.
B7G, B9A, Int, Oct. 1 -, 571 with can 1f9.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT. air drying, a,- tin.

Please address all Mail Orders

48-hour postal Service.

4

..

Paelie.1

i1,11 1.:1

1-11.11

I

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Buses 133 or 68 pass door.

01,

11.41.

11,.11 ,t.,.
holo 10
,/:1,010 0110 0100/0.

I

.

\5..s;5.,

'Hr

1.'ringe Miri, 1;.V.A,
1'1111 1,111,
.1-1.T. '21,0 v.. I..T,
!SR OSI) 51..1V. 22 mop. i0 01131,1.1
MAINS POWER PACK Ho. 51,1e. 25.
5,
SUPERHET COIL PACK. 27 6.
,s

I

:2;

1:M

1

MAINS TYPE, 11111,
0
6 - ; 1043, 120

Oil
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS.
.rot v. for rlEir;i1, at '2, .

1

'010i

I

I

4

PRE-AMP ,IdeMICHAELL
lo i. ISO ill Arripliit !loll.,

I.2,7

.

-

68

to 1

59
i.r
IUD., 116
:,;;.. 166.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

r.1.

Sapphire '00110 f,,r.
SPECIAL OFFER. THE TWO .104.12.6,

haloirl,

.. 4 3

A
TELETRON.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS

1:e

II,-,
141.

:

Fi

T.R.F. COILS

'III'

B.S.R. MONARCH
51:11 01,0,0

.

,

PANEL LAMPS

;.

,

12 6

.

,;-.

I:

61,

;-01t,

1.

E.H.T. TYPE FLY6 6

I

:

1 ,

COILS

ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK.
I

'011),'7:0 N.

001,

6 gns.

We have no connection with any other firm.

Tr' THO 1665.

6

,

OPPORTUNITY

iP111,01lle,

lame

1.141'N1

.2.,

2'

1,1.23

5

12500 v.

SENTERCEL RECTIFILRS.
BACK VOLTAGES. h.
,

1: ....
"I1,1 141111,,

r'rl

lili

11

.

.;.%7
,-1'

11(011

Liu

1

!

16,54111 A.

2.1.-150 v.
32,350 V.
:12,1511 V.

6, -
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Board required 15' x 12in. Reieht 5
Walnut Veneered Playing Desk 106 extra.

l'i

IiiII1
\T

i11.74,T
.'.1.7M

12;

I

.11.1

-

CO

106

66

1,.h:,..)

IN

r.

6

I

New & Guaranteed

All Boxed

2.3
2.9

12

'

sprit,

Deposit £4 and six monthly

COLLABO
..,..

2

CAR TYPES

I

6

'

-.
Brand new Plessey Il-speed Autochan,er Mixer.
:Kiel Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus.

1

No

I

,J111

:

EXCEPTIONAL,

Ira.nforil,,I.,.I. ..,,,i,
SWITCH CLEANER

:...r

.1.0 v.
-Ho v.

4

Fri,.

Cost

DI 15

610

,

11.68.

E7-119-6

240.
-10 ..1:11

TUBULAR
2'

10...!.' v.
s
I.;

2

I

21
22 6.

2

Bich Q and rood bandwidth.
Data sheet supplied.

6

Terms

CRYSTAL DIODE.

,

Slug tuning Minialure Can., 2! iu. x

:in.

a

'."

or? k. !i

I,.

Res

TUBULAR

3,

101,10 .11111, 4

.186.

in.

I'.

.

1

I

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

'

1.10 6

I

.

'

I

v.

Ti.

17 6.

:

By Pye Radio.
102

Oli.

LINE CORD.
moo..
OM,. pry f.rrrl
6d. II, Ir.'''.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM.

LI.

7

:

DI1,1,1
11,.. 24 -.

ljis

o

i

,11,1.

inn pi. In old pf,
TO III 01010 9d.;

,1

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair

86

011110.

I

Cans TV1 2.

-

.,01

0 6

..

I

Sd.

t..

I.

.

CERAMIC COEDS_ I.,,,.
.:, !.. I.' 211 wet.. 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. III",,, .-I pi. io ,e1
1 3,
DITTO
.r., l 1,
i,., pi. 1.1 51e1 pi.. 1 0
:,1:-, i.c. TO .-1.1)1111 1,1.. 2

£5-19-6

.

I

'...

I

13i. rrr.
2000
011.lrO
18 9. Solon Instrument
MIKE TRANSF. Il 1il, 211: 1.3 9
.

1,1

Micas, 62.

I

5

''.r,.

CONDENSERS.

I

FORMERS 5937 8

.

I

H

'

RA.yd.

01. COME.

I

-

''

,

\ 1.11111

A

1-

1

110C.S. SCOOP
Cont.° Auto-changer RC521 [.,1
I
Iit's
r

I

MAINS TRANS

1,1

*

46

0

I

I'

I

...

.

H

.

II

10 6

:COAX

-

DOUBLE SOCKET ... 13
1 OUTLET BOXES
... 4 8
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. YO or rlOo 0111114.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. / -. 50 ohm.. ,,nly.
3 WATT,
PreI3vo NI In.
WIRE-WOUND POTS.
.I0 h., 2- ca.
\ T,I,S.
AII AlmIx.. 4
'arboll
3 -.1
o
WIRE-WOUND 4 WATT.
Inn- 1. n h.. 56r loo K., 8.

1

;

reels. Brand new, boxed, 126.
Spools 5" metal, 1,6, 7" plastic, 4 3.
N

pu,t 15.5.0

-

411

ov

I

COAX PLUGS
SOCKETS

p.,
LI.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
30-,
19 6

,h

..n

or

.

10 gns.

:fro-

I

o

12 6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 It. on standard fitting 7" Plastic

1 1

4-

-

WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS

0,P TRANSFORMERS,

';""'

,

I'

tie,.

II.

14

80

-"'

,

All values.

NIGH STABILITY.

LP.

02.5.0.

1.

o

1'

110,1/1

1

CONVERTER

For London, Midland and Northern Trans-

Ratio

101.

10.6

Ill

TELETRON BAND

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

Tyne A. Low i..v11e

correctly

as

below.

307 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
10 page list 3d.
OPEN ALL DAY-(Wed. 1 p.m.)
£2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1,6

1/,
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ATTENUATOR

I

Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of controls. The Osmor is the only
variable attenuator that will reduce the signal exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted -just plug in. Reduction
ratios variable 2-1 to 10 -I. An Essential with all types of Band. Ill Converters. I0Ì -, plus 9d. p. & p. From your
Dealer
direct.

-or

BAND

I

FILTER

Rejects BBC from ITA aerial and improves picture. Suitable
Fitted in 2 minutes.
for all makes.
10 / -, plus 6d. p. & p. including instructions.

ITA CONVERTERS

LONDON

LICHFIELD. MANCHESTER

A very efficient Band Ill Converter for all TV sets of any age (including TRF). Approximately
one hour to build ! Guaranteed no breakthrough of Band I. Will convert any Band Ill
Channel to any Band Channel. Station switching. A.C. or A.C. /D.C. Size 4;;in. x 2iin. x
3in. Circuits, Wiring Diagrams and full constructional information, ready to fit inside your
TV cabinet.
1

65/_

Complete Kit

Completely wired

Both plus 2/- post and packing.

FREE"

We keep right up to date
in building the latest circuits
published in
Practical Wireless," " Wireless
World " and " Radio Constructor " and we stock
the components specified. Send 71d. in stamps
or circuits, fully descriptive literature together
with coil and coilpack leaflets, component lists,
chassis drawings and templates.

S 0/-

ITA Band III
CONVERTER KIT
Complete with all components, including power unit,
for construction of an efficient Band III converter.
Nothing else to buy. Circuit, wiring diagram, chassis
templates and complete instructions, £6.19.0.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.

Plus 2/6 p. & p.

418 Brighton Road, South Croy5148

Surrey.

Cr oydon

.
-don9

Dent. PT5.

TRANSISTOR PUSII-

Al 1) O
AMPLIFIER
(100 Millisaatts Output)
AmpPU1.1.

Build this Push -Pull
lifier which is ideal for
Crystal or Magnetic Pickup Amplification, Baby
Alarm, Microphone Amplifier, etc. Powered by 6 -volt
Dry Battery lasting for
months.
Complete Kit of Parts including 4Transistors and
all Components with Cir-

'

TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION TYPE (Red -Spot) (P.N.P.)
OFFERED AT LESS THAN IIALF- PRICE.

IDesigned for A.F. application up to 800 Kc/s and are suitable for
use in amplifiers. Signal Tracers, Local Station Receivers,
Radio Control, Oscillators, Transistor Voltmeters. Baby
Alarms, Microphone Pre -Amplifiers, etc.

12 -EF50,

2 -EB34.

(Tested and complete with Data A Circuits)
TRANSISTOR SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

N.B. These Transistors may be used in plane of Mallard OC71

or similar Transistors.

Ideal for signal tracing.
Complete Kit with 2
Transistors and Com-

ponents and Circuit.

251 -.

R.F. TRA.NSISTOIRS (BLUE SPOT) 1.6 Mels 15/- each.)

I

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL
TR ACE It
Complete Kit with 2
Transistors, Components
and Phones as t h Circuit.
i

42 6.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR138A £1.15.0.
VCR139A. 2)in. £1.15.0
-VCR97. Guaranteed full
T.V. picture teary. 2-)
£2.0.0.
V('í1517('. Guaranteed full
T.V. picture. £1.15.0.
MU- METAL, SCREENS
for VCR97 or 517. 10i -.
6in. ENLARGER Mr
VCR97 o.'517. P.P. 1I6.
1716.

5,

4-SP61.

3 -EA50
Plus Pots.,

Switches, H.V. Cond., Resistors, Muirhead S M Dial.
Double Deck Chassis and
Crystal.
BRAND
NEW
ORIGINAL CASE, 67'6.
Carr. free.
1355 RECEIVER
Complete with 11 valves

PRE-SELECTED TRANSISTOR-SIX
PUSH -PULL PORTABLE SUPERHET
Just switch to your favourite Station. No tuning. no aerial or
earth. Pre -select 3 stations. Complete with all components and
six Transistors. 7 x 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron Superhet
Coils and I.F.T.'s. Powered by 7) v. dry battery which lasts for
months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with Circuits,

8-SP61. 5Ú4G, VU120, VR92.
As specified for inexpensive
T.V.

Or with Matched Mallard 0072's /200 Milliwatts Output) and
7 X 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 30- extra.

MINIATURE I.F. STRIP
TYPE "373" 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 107ìn. x 2:in. x
3in. high. Valve line -up
2 -EF92: 3 -EF91 and EB91.
With circuit.
With valves 45'- (less
valves 8 -. Post free.)

etc. Ready to assemble. £9.0.0.

I,

plete with Mu-Metal screen
3 -EF56, 4 -SP61 and 1-5Ú4G
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67'6. Plus 7'6
carr. "Radio- Constructor"
scope circuit included.

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with
Mu -Metal Screen. 21 Valve

1 of_ EACH

cuit (less speaker),£4.10.0

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray 61n. tube, com-

Suitable Plastic Cabinet. Easy to' assemble 18;6.
Call and hear demonstration model working.

that these Red'Spot Transistors are ideal for most
circuits including '' W.W." Pocket Transistor Receiver and
Transistor Amplifier. All Transistors are British ManufacItared and Guaranteed. Send for Circuits and Data.
wPlease note

i

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

In absolute new condition,
27i6. carr. 5.R.F.24 10' -. R.F.25 12'6.
R.F.26 25. -.
Brand new
with valves, carr.

:

HENRY'S

(RADIO LTD.)
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008 -9, 1400
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Television Receiving Licences
following statement showing

THEthe

approximate number of
ilion Receiving Licences in
force at the end of September. 1956,
In respect of receising stations
situated within the carious Postal
Regions of England, Wales, Scot -

Teles

land and Northern Ireland.
Region

London Postal ...
Ifonie Counties
Midland
...
North rastern ...
North Nestern

1

...

...

South Western ..
walls and Border Counties

Total England and Wales

rlrrinìutt
1.354.217
705,867

1.054,142
939.728
880.377
424.715
341.'_93

Scotland
Northern. Ireland

...
...

5.701.349
389.605
48.819

Grand Total

...

5,139,773

...

I.T.A. Scottish Station

WORK

has started on the
construction of the transmitter building at the new I.T.A.
Station at Blackhill, Lanarkshire.
The foundations for the mast are
now nearing completion, and it is
hoped to start work on the eon struelion of the mast itself by the
time this issue appears.
All the building work at the
station will be carried out by
John Wight and Company Ltd.,
Contractors. Grangemouth, and
the architects will he E. R. Collister

Citi:Ftt newspaper, Glasgow, with
the Scottish Region, set out from
Glasgow Queen Sn-eet Station for
Oban on September 24th.
The an space of a second -class
brake coach was adapted for use as
a studio which accommodated
television cameras and lighting.
The windows and walls of the
brake san were suitably draped to
Music was
obscure daylight,.
relayed from this extempore studio
by means of a tape recorder.
The artistes taking part in this
programme occupied the three
compartments of the second -class
brake sehiele.
Messrs. Pye Scottish Telecommunications Limited provided TV
screens which were erected above
the doors at either end of each
coach on the train. Each coach was
;ho fitted with loudspeakers with

231

independent control so that loudspeakers in any particular coach
could he taken out of the circuit
when the artistes were performing
in that particular coach.
Within three days of publishing
details of this unique tour, 650
tickets representing the complete
accommodation on two trains were
sold out. The demand was almost
as great again.

TV Sales Up
THE monthly retail survey issued
by the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association
shows that television retail sales
during July were 79,000 compared
with 61,000 for .tune this year and
for July last year, an increase of
30 per cent. in each case.
Television sales foi the seven
months January to July, 1956.

amounted to 492.000, 9 per cent.
less than the corresponding period

of

1955.

and associates.
The transmission equipment,
mast and aerial array still be
supplied by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co. Ltd., and the whole
project has been planned and will
be supervised by the engineers of
the
Independent
Television

:Authority.

Television on Excursion 'trains to
Oban
FOR the first time on British
Railways closed -circuit television was used to screen a variety
show to passenge rs
's w
when two special
trains, arranged by the Evening

The set -up for the l.T..4, internal tinte -signal.
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Hire purchase and credit sales of
radio and television in July represented 36 per cent. and 51 per cent.
respectively of total sales -in each
case 2 per cent. higher than in
June. In July of last year the
proportions were 41 per cent. for
radio and 61 per cent, for television.

I.T.A. Viewing Figures
SINCE the I.T.A. announcement
made recently that a landslide towards I.T.V. programmes
was in progress, viewing figures
have become available for the week
ended September 16th.
These show a preference among
those able to choose
of over 3:l in
favour of I.T.V. programmes. (On
release, the latest
figures then available, which covered
the three weeks
ended September
9th, showed a preference approaching
3

:

1.)

In the London
region for the week
ended September
16th, 77 per cent.
of the viewing time
was
devoted to
1.T.V. and 23 per
cent. to the BBC
by those able to
choose their proThere
grammes.
was an even higher
percentage in favour
of I.T.V. in the
North, and a slightly
smaller percentage
in the Midlands.

r"á' :r:>'s

.. u
A Microwave aerial

events.

......

of the type used in relaying O.B.
This is an A. -TV unit.

TV

AN interesting experiment was
carried out by 'the I.T.A.
on Saturday, September 8th. An
advertisement was executed in a
series of diagonal lines which were
so arranged that a flicker occurred.
and it was claimed that certain

Emley Moor
Emley Moor
THEstation of the
Independent Tele-

vision Authority
started broadcasting programmes
on Saturday, November 3rd. The
programmes will be provided on
weekdays by Granada TV Network Ltd., and at weekends
by Associated British Cinemas
(Television) Ltd. Emley Moor will

The proportion of radiograms sold
by this method has remained
constant at 58 per cent, since last
May. They were 67 per cent. in
July, 1955.

" Colour "

December, 1956

TELEVISION TIMES

be the fourth transmitting station
to be brought into operation by the
Authority. It will serve about five
million people living in Yorkshire,

Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire.
The opening of the Scottish and
South Wales and West stations
next year will together bring in
between six and seven million more
people. Detailed coverage figures
are :
Station

Croydon
Lichfield
Winter Hill
Emley Moor
Scotland
Wales

Opening date

Coverage

22nd Sept. 1955
17th Feb., 1956
3rd May, 1956
3rd Nov.. 1956

11.44
6.07

Aug., 1957
Late 1957

Total

(millions)
7.21

4.93
3.70
2.72
36.07

Ekcovision in Daimler Cars
TELEVISION is now available
in the chauffeur -driven limousines operated by Daimler Hire
Ltd. This additional luxury is
provided by the Ekco portable TV/
V.H.F. radio -claimed to be the
only receiver of its type in the
world.
Due to the screening of the

limousine's metal body and the
fact that the internal dimensions
of the car do not allow full extension of the receiver's own built -in
aerial, a small aerial, in keeping
with the styling of the car, has
The
been mounted externally.
Ekco portable TV is for operation
on A.C. mains or a 12 -volt car
battery, but it is, of course, in this
case worked off the Daimler's own
battery.
The receiver is mounted in the
limousine's rear compartment and
can only be seen and operated by
the passengers.

Bought All Your Christmas Presents Yet ?
No? Then here's an idea. Why not send your friends who
are TV enthusiasts a gift you'd be delighted to receive yourself
year's subscription for PRACTICAL TELEVISION. For twelve
whole months your gift will bring them repeated pleasure, and
each new issue will be a renewed reminder of your good wishes.
But the days are flying-you must order now to ensure that
first copies arrive before Christmas. Simply send your friends'
names and addresses with your own and remittance to cover (an
annual subscription for PRACTICAL TELEVISION-12 issues,
including postage -costs 17s. 6d.) to Subscription Manager (G.2),
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. An attractive Christmas Greetings Card, made
out in your name, will be sent to announce your gift.

-a

viewers would see the lines in
pastel shades of colour. During
the transmission viewers reported
different effects, the writer seeing
quite clearly shades of blue
and brown, and reports from the
various viewers have not been
tabulated at the time of going to
press. Readers will remember that
we printed a letter from a viewer in
our Dec. 1955 issue in which reports
of colour were made in a programme carrying flashing matter.
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04 .38 Mas I.F.
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saty to increase
the signal level
end this is the
ideal unit fer

**
**
**
**
**

titis purpose. It
mains
operated and is
is

A.C.

fitted with input

and output coax.
plugs. Price £4.
post and pat king
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:

5

amp. 816

sop. QMB,
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items, including moving.-eoji
meter, resist ors, (ante celer-ter.
calibrated scale. etc., etc.. is
only 15. -. Plus I,- p. 8: pkng.
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MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A Qualify Ampiiser designed by
Mollard. Power output exceeds
Heel( hem'Y response
10 watts.
c.m 10 to 20.000
almost hits
use att.h the Acos
C.P.S.
Hi G " and ,.then good pick -ups.
Made up and ready to work is
£12 10:

carriagt

i

's 85

-err
,

5

P.....

c

1a

i;

;t'nç 2d.

.sit, plus 10 -

ER
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ER
ER
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MAINS MINI

ER
ER
ER

window
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7
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t

FP

126. p:_1=:.,.

onverter suitable for any Band 1
fo any Bond LII station. in a Vert
nay, p !l intern cabinet with ore
rumnf n r 9 maim. Band Ill
cc,utla t twitcher. Pue:'. £7100.

LB

statnt. !mama iug in
adz, Padrmera cup_

omit:.

Of the several circuits used for 5
Band IFI conversion at arrial
the 3
firm nen: -les. undoubtedly
most popular is the Cascode
circult. We can after a very good 5

151 -.
ER
ER
ER

l'r

I\IInI:
.cc.

essential

;

2 amp. ER

i

.

volts, mtlohms.

Cleft l for ti.o rr. ntrol of apPliantes emit es vont( etors, glue- El
pots. vulcanisers. hot plates, etc.
Adjustable to ope -rate over the mj
temperature range 50 -550 deg. F.

L,

cìe tent a ray
t toi-h an-ne,9c ma-1 with .'
bol
c'lamçialcr
1::5 to existing masts ;rota
ele

tort

vent array

inh Macke,

I

nia

a

ER

liar t and wall mount

d

42:6

element array \.11 /t ---.inked mast and asti nnxy
ling equipraet ...
...
...
...
_. 65,clement array with swan -neck mast and " L- "
Halt clamp for fitting existing mast from :1n, to
tin nia....
..
..
52:6
el ment arc"
with tmalrked mast and h ., -y
la hin eç^rt.>mn t
(7
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1
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lung und !argon, wavebands and at
fits into the neat white or brown E'i1
Úakelitr capa et --Iim iced quan't:,- ruts including
tilt oil
cabinet Val', r s. tu !act. every- ER
thing. £410 -. p',,, 316 post. at
Construi rio.
at a. tree with the FP
Parts, or at rias. separately 1,6 a4
.
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ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
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Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.
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MAKERS' SURPLUS

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER

As

BRAND NEW, PERFECT
METALf CO N E C.R.T.
6.3 v.
Brief specification
Briet
heater, Ion trap. 14 kV.
E.H.T. wide angle 70 degrees,
standard 38 mm. neck.
duodecal base, magnetic
focus and deflection. Length
Gives large black
17 ]116ín.
and white picture 11 x 14ín. Unused
in original cartons. GUARANTEED
BY US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested time bases supplied

RADIO
A l

`

:

/

4l

$:

si,

COMPONENT

IN TV CATHODE
R
RAY TUBES

:( i

1

LISTED AT

£23,9.10

8 96.
vv

I

Masks, Anti- Corona. Bases and Ion Traps available.
14C ALUMINISED 4
MR.
Rectangular dark screen.

s

9

with every Tube.
LASKY'$
PRICE
Carr. &: Insur. 226 extra.

TURRET
TV TUNERS

Complete with 12 coil secs,
Covers all Channels Band I and III
London and Birmingham. Valves
used : PCC84, R.F. double triode,
,ascode R.F. amplifier. PCF80,
triode pentode t.c. and mixer.
I.F. output 33-38 Mc's. easily
modified 'to other I.F. outpt is
With full Instructions and circuit

5 -Valve RADIO CHASSIS
Ideal as radio receiver for
Inclusion in a Tv' set. Brand
A.C.. D.C.
new and unused.
200/250 v. LF. 465 kc's. A.V.C. 4
watts output, 3- station pre-set.
frame aerial, fully aligned.
chassis 10 x 51ín., max. height
Completely wired and
511n.
ready for use with the addition
of a speaker and output trans-

'3 amp heater.
By well
known maker. Brand
new and unused. Listed

at

£17.12.0.
'.S

Paer. E
Carr. & Ins..
-

E`l2.19.6

--

2216.

-

GARRARD RC. 110
3 -SPEED MIXER
AUTO- CHANGERS

Two controls, volume
Complete with crystal
and station switch. Valves used
IOCl, lOF9, or ÚF41, lOLDll. pick-up. Brand new in
makers' cartons. List
10P14, U404 or ÚY41.
£14.13.0.
diagram.
LASKY'S PRICE
Price £7.19.6
52/6 l.asky's
Knobs. 3/6. 99/6. Post 2;6.
less valves. Post 36.
bí.19.6
Carr. 3 6
LASKY S (HARROW GOAD) LTD.
Both Addresses Open All Day Saturday. Early Closing, Thursday.
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
Telephone : MUSewm 2605.
LADbroke 4075 and CUNingham 1979.

" You

former.

can rely on US

:

"

for

..

:(,i.l`

'nuINS

I \1Ut5
38 nn Line E.H.T. trans., Ferrox 251 Scanning Coils. low Imp
line and frame
25iFerrox -cube cored Scanning
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 10-15 kV. EY51
winding Line Trans. lncorporates
width and
linearity control. Cornplete with circuit diagram, the pair
Frame Output Transformer 8'6
Scanning Coils low imp. line
and frame
1718
Frame or line block osc
transformer
4'8
Focus Magnets Ferrox -dure 19/8
P.M. Focus Magnets. Iron
Cored
19!8
Duomag Focallsers
300 ma.
a. Smoothing chokes 15Electromagnetic focus coil,
with combined scan coils 25'STANDARD 35 mm.
Line Output Transformers,
No E.H.T.
1243
Line Output Transformers
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v
winding, Ferrox -cube
19/8
Scanning coils. Low imp
line and frame
126
Ditto by Igranlc
14/8
Frame or line blocking
oscillator transformer
48
Frame ontputerstransformer
7!8
Focus
Without Vernier
12/6
With Vernier
1713
Focus coils, Electromag 12'6
10'6
200 m a Smoothing Chokes
All Mail Orders to
Harrow Rood, please
SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST

enclosing 3d. in stamps.

HANNEY of BATH offers:-

.

ERIE RESISTORS, all values from 100 to 10M2. Type 9 (1 watt),
6d.: Type 8 (1 watt), 8d. 10 watt Silertex wire -wound resistors, all

ALL RADIO

and ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

One of Britain's Largest Stockists of all Leading Makes
Hunts, T.C.C., Haynes, Allen, Denco, Osmor, Weymouth.
Morganite, Bulgin, Belling Lee, Teletron, R.E.P.,
Scotch Boy, Ellison, Elstone, Partridge, Wynall, Westinghouse, S.T.C., AVO, Taylor, Goodmans, J,B., Wharfedale, Wearite, Acos, etc.
Suppliers to : Ministries, Development Laboratories.
Education Authorities, etc.
Some of the more difficult parts you may not be able to
acquire :
Tapped Vol. Control, Linear C.T. f mg., mg., mg.,
7/6. Linear I mg., mg.. mg., 616. Post 6d.
High Stab, # w. Resistors.
2% Range, 1000 to
2 mg., 1/6 each. 1% Silver Micas up to 100 pf-, 1! -,
280 pf., 1/2. 500 pf., 1.4. 1,000-5,000, 2/6. Post 6d.
Now a full range of w. I% High Stab- resistors 100
Ohms to 2.2 mg., 2,'- each.
Thousands of Valves, Condensers, Resistors -Can We Help
:

1

1

1

You ?

1ULLARD 510 and GEC 912 all specified parts and
lists available.

Catalogue. Book Lists, S.A.E.

RADIO SERVICING CO

values 100 to 10 Kfl, 21- each.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. top quality, close tolerance
(up to 33 pF-L1 pF, from 33 pF up f19ò). 1.5 pF to 300 pF,
each 316 pF to 815 PF, 1/3 each 1,000, 1,500, 1,800 and 5,000 pF,
2- each.
SILVER CERAMIC CONDENSERS. .3 pF to 500 pF, 1,- each.
Iii-K Midget ceramicon(, 500, 820, 1,000, 1,500. 2,200. 3,000, 5,000 and
10,000 pF., L- each.
COILS. Osmor " Q," full range, 4.- each Weymouth " H " type,
Weymouth CT2W2 coils, TRF. 10/3 pr. :
full range, 319 each
Denen Type " C " TRF, 9!- pr. REP Crystal set coi19, 213 Single
TRF, 4'- : Matched pr. TRF, 8i -. Denco 465 Kc /s midget I.F,s, 12,pr.
Weymouth. ditto, 15'- pr.
C'OILPACKS. Osmor Type HO, 50'5 H.F. stage for HO, 21- :
Osmor TRF (L. and M.W. only), 42'- Denen CP.31370 and CP.3 500.
CP.4L /G and CP,4M /G,
44/9 each ; CP.4L and CP.4M, 35,- each
43/5 each.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. and L.W., 12'0 each by Denen.
REP and Teletron.
TRANSISTORS. MULLARD OC.50. OC.51, 0C.72, 30'- each :
OC.70. 211OC.71, 24' -. BRIMAR, 3X100N, 8X101N and 3X300N.
40'- each : 37í301N, 45.- 3X302N, 50 -.
GERMANIUM DIODES. BRIMAR CDS, GD4 and GDS. 71 each.
G.E.C. GEX34 and GEX35, 4/MULLARD 0A70, 5, -, 0A71, 6'each.
METAL RECTIFIERS. Full range of the popular types of Westinghouse and Brimar available.
ALL COMPONENTS and PRICED l'ARTS LIST ARE

l-

;

:

'

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

AVAILABLE for

:

and Pre -Amplifier. NULand Pre -Amplifiers. MULLARD
LARD, OSRAM, WIRELESS WORLD. DENCO and TSL, F.M.
UNITS, HIWAYMAN, VIEWMASTER, V-MASTER 3 STATION
TUNER /CONVERTER, TELEKING, MAGNAVIEW, etc.. etc.
Send 21d. stamp for lists required. Please add sufficient postage to
orders under £3.
Osram

82, SOUTH EALING ROAD, LONDON, W.5.
Tel.: EAL 5737. Next Sth. Ealing Tube, 65 Bus. 77,
1

;

;

912 AMPLIFIER, Passive Unit
510, 20 watt, 3 watt Amplifiers

L. F, HAN N EY
LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH

p.m. Wed.
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE
TELEVISION

PICK -LIPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
his cameras with skill and understanding. It was a beautiful perof
formance
on
the
part
Miss Markova, who, in long shot,
I
was not unlike Pavlova in appearelsewhere for years. But l must ance. The appeal of ballet may he
admit that some of their latest somewhat limited at the moment,
escapades on television hase been but if and when colour television
remarkably unfunny, due partly arrises it will become highly
to the sell -worn and familiar gags important. Ballet is a composite

THE CRAZY GANG
IHAVE often mentioned the
Crazy Gang in these columns,
for have been a devoted fan of
theirs at the Victoria Palace and

and situations, but also to the
uninspired technical presentation.
For instance, Bud Flanagan,
that king of clowns, was shown as
a horse -bus cabby in extreme
longshot, a tiny figure in the corner

of the

screen, singing a mournful
number. Played entirely in carefully lit close -shots it might hase
scored. The familiar burlesque
melodrama, with Teddy Knox as
the hero and Bud as sillain, also
failed to click. Nervo and Gould,
barracking from the theatre box,
were starved of anything bright to
say. These inspired comics should
be given something to get inspired
about, in the age of goon comedy.
On the other hand, the indescribable scriptwork of Spike Milligan
in the " Fred " series seems to get
funnier and funnier. Son of Fred
has escaped again and that remarkable team of Peter Sellers, Kenneth
Connor, Valentine Ds all. Patti
Lewis and Graham Stark are
being directed once more by Dick
Lester, who handles his cameras
as brilliantly as he does his
actors.

art. The components which make
up ballet are the dancing, the
musa. the decor, the costumes
and the colour. And colour is by
no means the least important.

-

the added interest of alternative
programmes ; the rapid improvement of both I.T.V. and BBC
programmes and their technical
handling and. finally, the new TV
stars that have been created. The

-

spur of competition, of course,
has been the principal factor
competition in sshich the lighter
and more escapist flavour of I.T.V.
programmes has steadily won
viewers from the BBC. To the loss
column would put : the equally
steady but not unexpected drop in
the " non -mass appeal " items on
I.T.V. since its commencement ;
the failure of sonie I.T.A. contractors to reach the high advertising
revenues expected -with consequent reduction of commercial TV
facilities and personnel.
I

FIRST YEAR OF I.T.A.
THE end of the first twelve
months of operation of commercial television is a good moment
to survey shat has been accomplished, and the gains and losses
that hase been registered during THE LATE GRAN \ILLE
this testing period. In the gains
is sad to think that, after only
column I would put the extra- IT one year's operation, certain
viewers
(in
increase
of
excellent
facilities are already being
ordinary
spite of credit-squeeze legislation) ; abandoned. Take, for instance,
:

.

MARKOVA
does not figure sery
BALLET
high in the viewing audience
measurement rating. Perhaps that
is why we so rarely see ballet on
its ossn ; it is usually part and
parcel of a revue or some other
feature. The BBC's Music to Ten
was a good vehicle in ss hich ballet
was introduced in a most delightful
manner, with Alicia Markova as
guest artiste. Her choice of The
Drink Saran brought back memories for older viewers of the great
Pavlova. Chris Simpson handled

The scene in the television san on the Glasgow tu (then train where
coaches hase been wired for TV and passengers were able to see top line variety shows.
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Associated Rediffusion's Granville Television Theatre, Walham
Green, which I visited only a few
days before it was closed down.
Here was a fine little 770- seater
music hall, convenient to the West
End, very well equipped though
somewhat shabby, which had had
a lot of money spent upon it in the
cause of good TV facilities. It had
been redecorated, and auditorium
seats which had done duty for forty
years had been replaced with
modern fauteuils. Stage fitments
and lighting had been brought
right up -to -date ; TV cameras,
camera runways, control rooms
and even telefilm equipment had
been installed, coaxial links with
Television House and elsewhere
had been laid. It seems a pity that
such excellent, almost self-contained, facilities might be lost to
British television. At the time of my
visit great gloom prevailed amongst
the staff, many of whom had been
associated with the premises as a
theatre or music-hall long before
television moved in.
Nobody
seemed to know whether the place
was to be stripped and the building
sold. Let us hope that it is " mothballed," and that one or more of
the provincial TV contractors will
use it as a London branch. Of
course, there are sound reasons for
AR-TV concentrating their activities at Wembley. There are plenty
of facilities there, with ample space
for extensions, almost literally
under the same roof.. Only the
BBC, with its enormous income,
can carry the burden of decentralisation on a grand scale. Some
of the potential provincial contractors in areas not yet finalised are
contemplating operations on a very
cautious scale : facilities on the
lines of the original BBC studios
at the Alexandra Palace and a
programme with the minimum of
local live studio transmissions.
ITV network programmes will be
retailed, plus British and American
TV films.

" THEATRE "
SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S

books are " naturals " as
material for stage plays, films or
TV.
Elspeth Cochrane's TV
adaptation of Maugham's novel,
Theatre, was an admirable dramatisation, nicely balanced to display
the rich subtleties of his character
drawing. Peter Potter, who directed
this BBC -TV play, made much
use of the close -up to stress
dramatic points and enable his
actors to reveal their feelings in

December, 1956

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

their eyes -which is much more ary variety of lamps are in use in
effective than the broader move- American studios.
There are
ments necessary when scenes are incandescent spots and follow
played in long-shot. June Havoc spots to give the hard specular
was an ideal choice for the part of type of lighting that gives character
the not -so -young actress, and and modelling to the faces, and
others in
the excellent cast scoops and broads, with diffusers
included John McCallum, Bryan to soften the shadows and 'act as
Forbes, Nora Nicholson and Joan filler light. Other gadgets which
Sims.
fit on the lamps to control the
beams in different ways rejoice
under such highly descriptive
MONOCHROME COLOUR
names as snoots, barndoors, nigEQUIVALENTS
gobos, dangleberries and
IDON'T often leave my set gers,
flags.
In case you are curious.
switched on to the very end of " dangleberries
are strips of
television when watching either the materials which" are
suspended in
BBC or I.T.A. But l have noticed front
lamps and shaken slightly
certain peculiarities about the to giveof the
effect of the flickering
Union Jack which flutters at the light of a camp
fire on the faces of
end of the I.T.A. transmissions. the actors. ' Arcs
are not used,
This is a very anemic national though experiments are
being made
flag in which the red has become a
the Xenon gas arc. The main
pale grey and the blue a very dark with
from tunggrey, almost black. The flag has, source of light comes
bulbs, which are used in
of course, been filmed. The sten
types of fittings, together
distorted colour rendering is pro- different
bably due to over -correction by a with fluorescent tubes.
deep yellow or reddish filter on the FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
camera lens. The prime use of FOR TV STUDIOS
such filters is to increase the contrast of cloud effects on exterior FORTY per cent. of the stations
that
they
used
stated
scenes, and most amateur photographers are familiar with them in fluorescent and incandescent lightthe form of special glass filters, ing mixed, though " ink ies "
graduated from clear at the bottom formed the main basis of the
to a deep yellow at the top. Used lighting. None used fluorescents
for facial close -ups orange or exclusively. One of the troubles
reddish filters will very consider- experienced with using fluorescent
ably lighten the shade of the deep lamps in England either for TV or
red lip make -up favoured by the filming is the tendency to flicker,
ladies and green filters turn their due to strobing effects with the
lips black. The I.T.A.'s Union Jack camera. This can be avoided by
has suffered a similar fate and using tubes of a type with a phosrequires reshooting, probably with phor of longer decay time. Careno filter at all. The red on the fully and sparingly used, fluoresflag should reproduce only slightly cent lamps, mounted in banks, can
be a most useful soft filler light,
lighter than the blue.
harsh shadows, ironing Years ago I suggested in this softening
wrinkles and helping the
column that BBC television should out
lighting man to make- the actors
end the programmes with the better looking.
National Anthem, like their sound
services did. Within a very few "THE SAINT OF BLEECKER
days the BBC repaired the omission. STREET"
Perhaps the I.T.A. might also
CARTIER,
of
react and give us a full -blooded, RUDOLF
11 1984 fame, is earning
properly graded national flag.
himself a place amongst the best
TV producers of serious drama.,
" DANGLEBERRIES," ETC.
The Saint of Bleecker Street
THE Society of Motion Picture was the first performance in*
and Television Engineers of England of the music -drama which
America recently circulated ques- had a successful run in New York.
tionnaires to 341 TV stations in This was a certain challenge for the
25 states in the U.S.A., requesting TV medium, crowding its story
information on studio space, light- with dozens of characters. Virginia
ing facilities, lamps used, ancillary Copeland, Raymond Nilsson and
equipment and the allocation of Jesse Walters distinguished them=
operating personnel. There were selves ittNtis fine effort, which, "I
valid answers from 134 TV stations, feel, appealed to the few rather
which revealed that an extraordin- than to the many.

r
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BAND

T/V CONVERTER -185 Mc/s-199 Mc/s

3

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

£2-5-0 post free.

unit

A highly .uccessl.ul

IF,n'I1 circuit), 6.6 all Pou Free.
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tulle:, etc.
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FOR EVERY JOB YOU NEED A

HENLEY
SOLON
Soldering Iron
The 25 watt instrument model has been specially
designed for soldering operations in the compact
assemblies in radio, television and electronic equipment. It is light, easy to handle and its small dimensions
permit it to be used pencil fashion. A hook is provided
enabling the iron to be suspended in a convenient
position when not in use. Heats up in 21 minutes. All
spare parts including handles and elements available.
Illustrated folder sent on receipt of S.A.E.
200/220 volts
230/250 volts

Model 624
Model 625

SMITH'S FOR
TECHNICAL BOOKS
Books on radio theory, practice and maintenance for the beginner and books on new

Despatched by return.

25

watts

25

watts

PRICE 22 6.

HOME RADIO (MITCHAM) LTD.
187,

London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. MIT 3282

17'"

f7.10.

1tEt°rA\ I-11._1 K
T.V. Tit RES

14"

5.10.

developments in circuit design, new com-

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

ponents, methods of application, and the
established text books can be obtained

15" 14" ROUND E5
MONTHS' 1.l- .IIL\NTEE.
Please Note : A 15in. or 14in. T.V. tube can be fitted in place
of Pin. or 12in. with little or no alteration. 15'6 ins.'carr. on
each tube. 12in. Round Type and smaller sizes please enquire
and give alternative if possible, as heavy ordering may cause
delay in delivery.

through your local Smith's shop or bookstall. Books not in stock at the branch can
be quickly obtained from Head Office.

ipoeQUogPrl, 0,1.4

sñP/ied r

o/so be

/

o0,,,.

16"

'I 11MIEE

T.V.

CHASSIS

97/6

Complete chassis br
famous manufacturer.
R.F. E.H.T. Unit included. Drawing FREE
Easily fitted to Table
or Console model, owing to this chassis
being in three
separate units
(Power, Sound
and Vision.
Timebase)

intercon-

nected.
T H I S

W. H. SMITH

&

SON

FOR BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS
Head Office: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2

CHASSIS
IS LESS
VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our
logue for cheap valves. Our C5
Tube fits this Chassis. List of valves by request. Carr. 5)London, 1a- Provinces.
CHANNELS 1 -3 or 4-5
Many clients have successfully converted to 141n., 15ín. and 171n. tubes. I.F.s are 17.25 -10.25 mes
vision. I.T.V. Channel 7 -13 easily converted.
REMEMBER SATURDAY OPEN ALL DAY.
:

:

17.4: G R 4 6677 I
(MONEY BACK
11

CUARAIREE

'

7í3t
RD. LONDON. E.12.
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raRRPJPONDPNCE
A CONTROL TIP
R,
am sure -that the following tip will be very
useful to many readers.

,,l -I

The measurement of spindles for replacement
;controls, etc., is always found an awkward and
tricky job. An easy way out for the service man, w ho
always has his solder handy is -take the solder and
place alongside the old control spindle and bend off
to the appropriate length. Then all that remains to
he done is to place the bent length of solder against
the new control spindle
and mark it oft.

ll.

BSRKAS

(E.II).

-

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions ewpres.ed by his correspondents. All teeters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
not necessarily for publication).

a high standard of
picture. -Gro. T. LAVroN (Manchester).

the tine trimmer to maintain

ENT ARCING

-1

feel I can help .1. H. to cure EHT arcing
SIR,
on low brilliance or contrast settings on his T \'.
This fault is due to the " polythene " insulation on
the El' :5I heater winding cracking, and arcing to the

overwind.
Complete replacement of this winding should he
made with " solid cored coax cable inner," using
same number of turns as before. The P730 sparks
over due to the EHT condenser not being returned
to earth, but to the boosted H.T. point. -J. S. Lt NN
(Swinton).

CONVERTER PROBL.EII
SIR. In reply to Mr. Turnbull's letter on the
t
USING A 'SCOPE
subject of switched
have been a sub1R,
converters (Nov. issue),
kJ scriber to PRACTIC'AI.
he will appreciate that the
SPECIAL NOTE
Tilers lsloN since January,
commercial method of
Will readers please note That ne are unable
1954, and wish to endorse
using a turret switch with
to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of exthe remarks made by G. F.
a floating trimmer is a
government apparatus, or of proprietary
Raistrick (Manchester) in
We regrets
simple answer from a
makes of commercial receivers.
Now. issue, re the use of
manufacturing point of
that we are also unablç to publish letters from
the 'scope and am looking
view in that no matter how
readers seeking a source of supply of such
forward to an article on
apparatus.
the design is prepared
these lines.--TfttsNcf. J.
there will ine\ itably he
CALLAGHAN (Southwick).
sonic oscillator drill with
warming up. With the commercial arrangement it is
SIGNAL
PICK -UP
STRANGE
quite impossible to arrange a crcuit such that the
was interested in Mr. J. K. Sims (Barnet)
turning of the turret switch alone will effect a change C1R.letter in November issue of PRACTICAL Tfttt
that gises the proper bandwidth on the test card, s !stirs. as a friend of mine has had similar experiences.
although the better ones do arrange that the contrast We 1-Lase discovered that the brief snatches of con is suitably pre -set. In the arrangement that I described \ersation
which we could hear distinctly came from
in this journal sonic months ago on this, a fairly aircraft coming in to land at an R.A.F. airlìeld abort
successful answer has been obtained and the result is
three miles assay. We were able to observe the aircraft
a switched receiser. This is merely achieved by the
and noted that the signals were only picked up while
simple solution of having two pre -tuned converters the aircraft was in line with recciscr aerial and BBC
always in circuit with the H.T. switched from one to transmitter, --.1. R..Aonvts (nr. Peterboro).
the other.
SERVICING PROBLEMS
Ewen here the problem of oscillator drift must still
SIR, -1 recently wrote asking if you could help me
he tackled and it is desirable to adjust the trimmers
to trace a slight fault in my set. I had had this
.btcr the set has warmed up, and such adjustments
must be carried out with the converters in the cabinet three years and had never been what you might call
You suggested that a
so that the nearest approach to operating tempera- really satisfied with the results.
and
tures exists. The direction in which the 'oscillation certain chain of resistors should be examined
to remove the set
drifts, of course, depends on which side of the after much trouble i managedresistors
in question.
incoming frequency the oscillator works. In my case from its cabinet and locate the
black and altogether
the oscillator drifts assay from the so.tnd on the BBC Three of them were charred
at various parts
and towards the sound on I.T.A. Thus when switching there were five condensers connected
replaced all the resistors and checked
on from cold if the .converter has previously been of this chain.
leaky. I
lined up warm to give at least 2', me s. hand there the condensers to find that three were
replaced these, too. On switching on again before
twill he a tendency to sound break through whilst
i was astounded
warming up on BBC and loss of detail on I.T.A. As the set was placed hack in the cabinet
the set warmed up to hear the improvement in
a matter of interest on the original model as described as
and when full temperature was
in this journal I used two separate ready -made quality of sound,
was crisp and detailed beyond
chassis, but I hase now made an improscd model of reached the picture
this on a specially made chassis and hase arranged an thing we had had before. I am more than delighted
\two very small capacity floating trimmers standing with the results and my only worry is whether an
thing is now being overrun and that something will
Out at the hack of the cabinet so that if conditions
too good to be truc.
change by way of wales ageing and so on, the neces- break down. It almost seems
again. --G. R. Fssly (N.W.5).
sary very line trimming can be carried out during a Many, thanks
test card transmission. It is possible to arrange matters
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
so that the troubles of warming up are not noticed
but this involves an incomplete bandwidth at normal
Price 6; -, ty post 6 9.
8th Edition.
temperatures, and it is better at inters als to cheat.

-
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Whilst ,,r are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 247
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

FVI
When I switch my

PYE

set on the picture comes in broken_
up, giving you the impression that the line hold is not
correctly adjusted, which, to my knowledge, it is, as it is
turned back (anti -clockwise) as far as it will go. It has
taken as long as an hour to get the picture to settle.
When the picture has finally settled there is a gap
of tin. either side of the picture. I have tried to adjust
W. P. (Redhill1.
this, but to no avail.
We would suggest you first replace the EF80 line

-L.

oscillator which is mounted behind the left side line
output screening box, etc., i.e., in the left -front corner.
If the symptoms remain suspect the H.T. metal
rectifier of losing efficiency.
FERGUSON 992T
The trouble is in the frame output /multivibrator
It is impossible to lock the picture with
picture height normal -an uncontrollable shudder
develops and vertical lock cannot correct this.
However, if the picture height is adjusted to give an
elongated picture (tall thin men, etc.), then the vertical
lock can be adjusted to control the picture. Although
the picture can be locked satisfactorily by this method
obviously the distorted vision is undesirable. I have
a set diagram and I suspect some component(s) in
this part of the set to be defective. -W. V. S. (S.W.).
In nearly all. cases which we have met of this
trouble (frame judder) the ECL80 to the left of the
tube has been responsible. This is the second ECL80,
more in the centre of the chassis.

circuitry.

BUSH TV53
A small projecting brass lever effects sideways
and up and down picture control.
However, the picture is slightly askew. I should be
obliged if you would inform me where the adjustment
is to
up
one corner only and put the picture
straight. It is more noticeable when printed titles
Bessant (Wakefield).
appear.
To square the picture in the mask the deflector
coils on the neck of the tube should be rotated until
the edges of the picture are parallel to the sides of the
mask. The adjustment cannot be made until the

"lift

-C.

knurled screw, situated on the underside of the coil
assembly, is released. The complete deflector coil
assembly should be rotated.
-

"

G.E.C. BT7094
I recently purchased a G.E.C. television and all wave radio console BT7094.
It seems to be O.K.
except for focusing.
On removing the chassis from the cabinet I found
the original control had been replaced by a parallel
sliding resistance, which had burnt out. Its value was
15,000 ohms.

I replaced this with a 10,000 one -watt variable
resistance, which at one end caused the picture to go
very small, and at the other the picture filled the screen,
but still did not resolve lines.
The resistance burnt out about one minute after
the set warmed up, so could you tell me the correct
resistance and wattage this control should have and
the correct connections ?-P. Ramsey (Sutton).
The focus control should be 10,000 ohms, and a
two -watt rating is desirable. This control is connected
in series with two parallel connected 3,300 ohm and
the combination is shunted across the focus coil.
Open- circuit focus coil would probably cause the
symptoms described.

VIEWMASTER
I would be ,pleased if you will give the possible cause
of the following fault in my Viewmaster.
Flat grey picture which can be made to jump back to
normal contrast by a sharp tap on any part of the chassis.
-H. M. Milestone (Hull).

It

is quite impossible to tell you with any certainty
to where the fault in your receiver should be, since
the effect that you describe may be caused by various
components or wiring being at fault and varying the
gain of the vision receiver and thereby the contrast
of the picture. We suggest, therefore, that you very
carefully check the wiring of the vision receiver,
gently tapping this in various parts in case a fault
should be present there. At the same time we would
suggest checking that the bias voltage on V5 which is
developed across R70 and C55 is satisfactory and
does not vary when you tap it, since this, too, might
give the picture an appearance of flatness due to a
reduction in overall contrast.
as

BUSH TV24C
I have recently had some trouble entailing replacement of EY51 EHT rectifier and a condenser, and
when the set was returned from the dealer another fault
developed. It is in the shape of a vertical, jittering
white line about 3in. from the left -hand side of the tube
face.

It is only visible when the set is switched to Band HL
The dealer said it was reflection, but I have moved
the aerial, and it is also visible when the aerial is not
Brain (Burton -on- Trent).
connected.
This is either caused by a flashover in the line output transformer or associated inductors during
the line flyback or as the result of spurious oscillation
in the line output valve (PL8I). It is probably the
latter, since it would seem that the spurious signal
has a relationship to the I.T.A. frequency. Hold a
small magnet near the envelope of the PL81, and if
the effect on the screen is modified by this action,
then replacing the valve will almost certainly solve
the problem.

-P.

(Continued on page 243)
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EXPERIMENTAL KITS
in Radio, -T. V. etc.

11

.....--

.

LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio parts
from which we teach you, in your own
home, the working of fundamental
electronic circuits and bring you easily
to the point when you can construct and
service radio sets. Whether you are a

student for an examination: starting a
new hobby; intent upon a career in
industry; or running your own business
these Practical Courses are intended
for YOU
and may be yours at a Very
Moderate Cost.

-

-

EASYTERMS FROM I5/ -A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive

TELEVISION -with this

upon enrolment, you are instructed
how to build basic Electronic Circuits

equipment you are instructed in the
design, construction, servicing and
testing of a modern high quality
Television Receiver.

(Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to complete Radio and
Television ReceiverTesting and Servicing.

ALL

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
IMMEDIATELY ANO REMAINS

YOUR PROPERTY

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS

-

For carrying out basic practical work
in Radio and Electronics, from first principles
and leading to the design and building of

simple Receivers.

ADVANCED RADIO
OUTFITS -With

this equipment,

you are instructed in the design, construc-

tion, testing and servicing of a complete
modern T.R.F. and Superhet Radio Receiver.

OTHER COURSES WITH OUTFITS INCLUDE:

MECHANICS

ELECTRICITY

CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY
ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
AMATEUR S.W. RADIO

Please send me your FREE book on Practical
Courses: I am interested in Television ,_J,
Radio: Beginners
Advanced U.
Other subjects
(Please indicate Item(s) required)
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. (18x, Grove Park
Road, London, W.4.
.

NAME

COMMERCIAL ART
LANGUAGES

,

._

ADDRESS

ETC.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

DEC.

The only Postal College which is part of
a

world -wide Industrial Organisation
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CONVERTER.

kit by TELETRON, with circuit and wiring details, etc. For use with TRF or Superhet
Drilled chassis 3' -. Instruction leaflet only. 6d.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6.- Contains
VCR 97 tube with mu-metal screen, 4
valves EF50 and 2 of EB34. valveholders,
CRT holder, condensers, resistors. etc.
NEW CONDITION. ONLY 39:6 (carriage,
etc., 7/6).

-

MARCONI BAND III CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS.
Frequency range
170 -240 Mc/s. Incorporates 5 Mc,s. crystal
for better than .001 per cent. accuracy.
Directly calibrated dial, internal A.C.
mains pack. Complete with spare set of
valves and instruction manual in maker's

transit cases.

BRAND NEW.

£4/1916.

ONLY

LF. STRIP 194.-Another easily modified strip for T.V. Complete with 6 valves
SP61, 1 of EA50, and 1 of EF36 also mod.
data. ONLY 29'6 (post, etc., 26).
;

RECEIVER UNIT 159.-Contains 4
valves, 1 each EF50, EA50, SP61, RL37 and
24 v. Selector switch. ONLY 7'6. (post
etc.,

December, 1956
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2,' -).

R.F. UNITS TYPE. 26.- Complete with 2
valves EF54 and 1 of EC52, this is the
variable tuning unit covering 65 -50 mcls
(5-6 metres). BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 27'6.
'
POCKET VOLTMETERS.-Read 0-15
and 0-300 v. A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 18/6.

.

COMMAND RECEIVERS. -Huge
purchase from the Air Ministry. These
famous compact American receivers
which can be used for a variety of
purposes are offered at ridiculously
low prices while stocks last. Complete
with six metal type valves, one each
of 12K8, 12SR7, 12A6 and 3 of 12SJ7, in
aluminium case. size llin. x 5 /in. x
Sin. Used, but in good condition.
Choice of models, BC454 (3-6 Me's),
27/6. BC453 (190-550 kc's), 59/6. and
a few of the 1.5 -3 Mc /s model 65/ -.
(Postage on all models 3; -). Circuits
supplied.
COLLINS TRANSMITTERS. -The
renowned American TCS models
covering 1.5 -12 Me /s in 3 bands. Complete with 7 valves, employing 2 of
1625 in P.A. stage, one of 1625 in each
of buffer and modulator stages and
3 of 12A6 in oscillator stage. Provision for O.F.O. or crystal control for
4 Xtal positions. Incorporates plate
and aerial current meters. In Brand
New Condition.
ONLY 212.10.0
(Carriage, etc., 15' -).
COLLINS RECEIVERS Matches
the above transmitter and is exactly
the same size. Ilin. x 13in. x llln. Has
same coverage, and is complete with
7 valves, 1 each of 12SA7, and 12507,
2 of 12A6, and 3 of 12SK7. Also has
provision for Xtal control. A really
terrific receiver for the serious
operator. In Brand New Condition.
ONLY £8.10.0. (Carriage, etc., 15 -).
OR THE TRANSMITTER AND THE
RECEIVER TOGETHER. £20.0.0.
(Plus Carriage, as above!.

TV Receivers.

ONLY 12 -.

L.T. HEAVY- DUTY TRANSFORMER.
-Ex Admiralty. Has 3 separate windings
of 5v. -0.5v. at 5 amps. and by using Combinations will give various voltages at
high current. BRAND NEW. ONLY
29'6 (post, etc.,

2,'8).

PYE 45 MC /S I.F. STRIPS.-Ready -made
for London Vision Channel. Complete
with 6 valves EF50 and 1 of EÁ50, and
details of very slight mods. required.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 49.'6 (post. etc., 26).
to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.

TRANSFORMERS.- Manufactured

Normal Primarie. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
65'- ; 250- v. -0- 250 v. 100 m.a., 6.3 v. 6 a.,
5 v. 3 a., ONLY 37/6.350 v. -0-350 v., 180 ma.,
6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 371. 250-0-250 v.
60 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., ONLY 21.' -. The

above are full shrouded upright mounting,
2 windings of 2 v. 1 a.,
ONLY 79/6 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a.,
ONLY 89/6. PLEASE ADD 2/- POSTAGE
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.

5.5 kV. E.H.T. with
;

E.H.T. TR.ANSFOItMER FOR VC'R97
TUBE.-2,500 v. 5 ma., 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a. 2-0-2
v. 2 a., 42/8

(postage 2'-).

SPEAKERS.-P.M. 66ín. less trans.,
19/6

8in., less trans., 16:6.

;

CHOKES. -10H
716 (post 1' -).

60

mA., 4i-

;

511 200

mA.,

Open until 1 p.m. Sat urd ays, we are 2 mins from Ilieb Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) 5 m'ns. by bus from King's Cross
Cash with order, please, and print name and address clearly. Include postage and carriage on all items.

U.
E.
K

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1

CORPN.

(Phone TERminus 7937.)

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(LEEDS)

LTD.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage L9 extra under £2.
under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with
enquiries, please. Full list tid. ; Trade list 5d.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
Full) Guaranteed.
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250 v
Interleaved and Impregnated.
c.;s. Supplies 120 v 90v or 60v at 40 ma,
Primaries 260.230-250 50 c,s screened 50
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
TOP SIIROI'I)El) DROP THROUGH
of 2 vat 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit

2/9

.

ma, 6.3

a ...18/9
350-0-350v80 ma. 6.3v2a,5v2a ...18/9
250-0-250v100 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a..-.23/9
350-0-060v100 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a...23/9
350-0-350v150 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a...29/9
260-0-260 v 70

v 2 a, 5 v 2

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
...
...17/9
Midget type. 26-3-3in. ...

250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3v4a.5v3a...28/9
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a
..
for R1335 Conversion ...
... 31.'-

300-0-:t00v100 nia, 6.3v4a,5v3a...26.'9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ...23/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3 a 31/6
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c s Primaries 6.3 v
6.3v2a, 71 0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9
1.5 a.5/9
12v1a,7/11 6.3 v3a, 9' 11 6.3v6 a,17/9.
CHAiEGEII TRANSFORMERS
200 -255 v 0 -9 -15 v 1; a, 119:0-9-15 v 3 a, 18'9;
0 -9-15 v 5 a, 19'9
0 -9 -15 v 6 a, 22 9.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms...
3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200- 230 -250 v.
:

;

:

;

:

:

49/9. Or ready for use, 9 9 extra.

ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
ELIMINATOR KIT.-All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal -case
51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 c;s mains.
Price, inc. point-to -point wiring diagrams, 39/9. Or assembled and tested

at 46/9.

EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
UP /STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER
10 -0- 100 -200-220 -240 v. to 5-0-75- 115 -135 v..
or REVERSE. 80/100 watts.' Only 11/9.
plus 2'9 post..
EX -GOVT ,CASE.. Well ventilated black
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14
x 10 x Silo. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY
CHARGER OR

INSTRUMENT CASE,
COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9.9, plus 2'9 postage.
OR COVER

:

2,500 v

5

ma.

2-0 -2 v 1.1

a, 2 -0-2 v 1.1 a

for V CR97. VCR517
SMOO'T'HING CHOKES
...
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms...
100 ma10h250 ohms
...
...
80 nia 10 h 350 ohms
...
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms

SELENIUM
G.E.C.

300 v 230

METAL

ma, 12'9:

...

...36/6

...
...

...11'9
... 8/9
.. 5/6
...4/11

...
...

RECTIFIERS

120 v 40

ma, 3'9:

6;12 v 1 a F.V.. 4.11 : 240 y 50 ma, 4'11
6/12 v 2 a F. W .. 8,9 . 6/12 v 4 a. 14'9: 250 v
80
10

ma. 7 / 9
a, 25/0.

:

612

v6a

F.W.,

199:

6.12v

EX-GOVT VALVES (NEW)
1T4

7

3S4
6K8G

7 9
8 9
9 9

6F6G
EF39
6V6GT

5'9

IS5

6SJ7GT
61150

9

68

'9

69
39

6K7G
6X5GT
CLOG

807

12A6
15D2

25Z4G
35Z4
M1-14

3 9
7 9

i

I

6AT6
EB91

119'i EF80
EF36
EL32

7 9
7 9¡

49
9 9
6 9
4 9

Ejj,,91
I

I

7'9
89

8;9
49
3 9

5 9

KT66

11'9

MU14

819

SP61

2'9

1ìX-GOVT. UNIT RDF1. -Brand new,
cartoned.
Complete with 14 valves,
including 5Z4G. Also mains trans. L.F.
choke, rectifier, etc., etc. Only 29/8.
Carr. 7i9.
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32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANSE.
Removed from New Ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0 -200- 230 -250 v Secs 250 -0250.v 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
11 9
Size 31 x 41 x bin.
CO -AXIAL ('ABLE lin.
..
...
..
80. ytl.
75 ohms 14,'36
11d. yd.
Twin -screened Feeder
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ...3/11
... 6/9
...
150 ma 6 -10 h 150 ohms ...
...
...119
...
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
...12;9
...
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms...
...
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mfd 5,000 v Cans (ex- Govt.), 2/11.
BATTERY ('MARGER KITS.- Conststing of attractive Blue Hammer Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuseholder, Tag Strip, Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200-230 -250 v 50.cis. 6 v 2 a,
25/9 6v or 12 v 2a31/6 i 6v or 12 v, 4 a.
49/9. Any type assembled and tested for
6'9 ext ra.
íL5.('. 6 v. or 12 v.
BATTERY CHARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230 -250 v 50 c's.
Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
;

69rr.
CBINE7

36.
'9.
TV. ACa
:S
Handsome well -constructed with walnut
veneer finish. Size 18ín. high, Win. wide,
13in. deep. Size of aperture 17in, 131ín
Fitted Doors. For 15in. or 1
,

7/

Limited number at only
Plus 7/6 carr.
Table Model, 12in. Tube, 29'9, 5 - carr.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains
200-250 v 50 c /s. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
25'9. Above can also be used for electric

train power supply.

MURPHY \'200

how to do this

Murphy V200 television and can get no
picture raster or even a spot. I have tried a new EY51,
and although the line " whistle " is there and there
appears to be plenty of spark at the anode of the V10
there is no glow from the filament of the EY51.
Coing back on the circuit a little, the anode of V9a
is a little high in volts and V9B is low (drops as salve
warms up and starts working).
The transformer T1 (reaction coupling) appears in
order as to D.C. resistance, as do also the windings of
T2, although winding C (the line coil winding) appears
to " tick " on application of and breaking of the ohmI have a

meter connections.
There is practically no spark from the tube H.T.
connection. Finally, with the EY5I removed the set
connected with the filament connections shows only
2 volts, and my own diagnosis of this is that there are
shorted turns in the filament winding; in other words, the
line output transformer is gone.
F. Francis (E.12).
Your remarks are indicative of a defective line
output transformer. Shorted turns an the heater
winding is a possibility, but the expected 6.3 volts are
not generally registered on an ordinary A.C'. voltmeter owing to the deviation of form -factor of the
pulse potential with respect to that used during

-L.

calibration of the instrument.

MURPHY V150
My set is a Murphy V150IA.C.) 12ín. screen, which
I purchased second -hand about six months ago. The
trouble is I cannot seem to get a bright and snappy
picture ; I have lined up the I.F.s and the R.F. circuits
according to the maker's service sheet, which I have in
my possession ; also I have fitted a transformer to the
tube which gives a boost of 25 per cent. without making the slightest difference. (I mean on the heater
winding.)

It does not seem to be lack of signal strength as the
BBC comes in here with terrific punch although the
I.T.A. is considerably weaker, and as a further clue
seem to get bad defocusing on whites ; at the slightest
excuse, such as an increase in signal strength, the white
parts of the picture will go right out of focus. This
led me to think of poor EHT regulation, but I have
checked the EHT capacitor (C31) and replaced the
EHT rectifier (V9) with a new one without any difference at all. I have fitted a new video valse (V6) and
changed around the valves in the D.C. restorer and
sync. positions, all to no purpose.
The only conclusion I have now come to is that the
tube is so far gone that even the boost on the heater
cannot give enough response, but am at a loss to know
how to tell if this is so.- R. Saward (S.W.9).
This seems very much like tube trouble, hut is
:almost impossible to prove conclusively without
making a substitution test. The effect is generally due
to love vacuum, which gives rise to excessive ti-ti'
current and overloads the I.HT circuit.
1

AERIAL MATCHING
have built a 10- element folded dipole from information supplied in an earlier number of " Practical
Television," and I am very well pleased with the
am receiving Channel 9 Band Ill
results I have had.
from \ laschester, a distance of 150 miles from Belfast.
should like to build another such aerial and use it
iu a broadside arrangement, as 1 ans told this will gistme increased gain. I believe the aerials have to be
connected in a certain way. Can you please tell Inc
1

1

1
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?

The spacing of the aerials and the
my difficulty.- Sydney Mc('lure

matching are
(Belfast).
The arrays should be connected to a common low loss feeder by egrra/ lengths of identical feeder. Thee
should be spaced by half-wavelength, which on
Channel 9 is 202in. It is generally unnecessary io
employ a complex matching section, which, unless
very accurately designed, may detract from the signal
instead of adding to it.

CONVERTER DIFFICULTY
I have constructed the Band III converter described
in the October, 1955, issue of Practical Television,"
with a separate power pack for H.T. and L.T. supply,
but as yet have not been able to receive any signal
sound or vision -using a standard nine -element array.
Could you please tell me of any salient points to
check and answer the following queries :
(a) I have deviated in only one way from your
directions, by using enamelled copper wire in place of
tinned. Would this have an adverse effect ?
b) I am using the converter on a model BI8T Pye
which -uses twin -balanced feeder on the BBC aerial.
I am using coaxial cable for the Band Ill aerial.
Is this in order ?
(c) Is it important which is the uppermost coil of
1.7 and 1.8 on the former. and which would be the
physical earthy end of L7 ?
Other than these points I have checked the circuit
several times and feel satisfied it is correct and the
valves being new I fail to see why I can get no results.
G. Dear (N oodley).
The biggest difficulty in the construction and
adjustment of any kind of Band Ill converter lies in
the tuned circuits.. At Band III frequencies any
slight deviation from the stipulated design, particularly of the coils, might well prevent the circuits from
tuning to the correct frequencies, esen though the
remainder of the circuit may be operating properly.
In this case, of course, simple voltage and current
checks would not reveal the trouble. An accurate
signal generator would soon show the trouble, but
few experimenters possess such an instrument which
covers Band Ill. We would suggest, therefore, that
you rewind the coils according to the article and
ensure that the small capacitors associated with the
uvi/lane circuit are of correct vaItic.

"

-

-R.

SOBE1.I. T90
I hase a Sobel! T90 which although I have changed
the tube, substituted new U24, "í'41s (two) and retrimmed according to the service sheet all I get is
The picture
a faint picture and love volume sound.
is clear in a dark room, and the sound is not distorted,
is
it
volume
turned
right
up,
also the
the
but to get
brightness. I've also tried a new oscillation coil, but
to no mail.- H. W. Weldrich (St. Albans).
We would suggest that you bane the left side vales
tested before proceeding farther. and almost certainly
you will find at bast one is loss.
If all valves are in order it will he necessary to
check the individual anode and screen voltages at
each valve base. The fact that a new tube has been
installed and the brilliance control is still well
advanced in order to produce a raster seems to
indicate a low video amplifier valve (or associated
6D2 double diode). These points should be checked
and we will then advise further.
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AERIAL FOR EMLEY MOOR
Please could you give me details for making an
aerial for receiving the I.T.V. station which opened on
October 3rd near Huddersfield, also what is the transmitting wavelength or frequencies of this station?
-S. Gardener (Cossett).
The Emley Moor station operates in Channel IO
with a vision frequency of 199.75 Mc /s and a sound
frequency of 196.25 Mc/s.
A dipole tuned to the mean of these frequencies
has an overall length of 28 ¡in. The reflector should
have a length approximately 5 per cent. in excess of
the dipole, and the directors should diminish in
length in relation to the dipole at a rate of approximately 5 per cent. Quarter -wave spacing can be used
between the elements, which on Channel 10 is 9.38in.
For methods of construction refer to past issues of
" Practical Television."
ULTRA V600
The tube having failed in my Ultra V600, I am
considering replacing the Mazda CRM121 with a
Operating voltages appear to be
Brimar CUD.
similar, but can you tell me whether the flat face of the
Cl2D will introduce pin -cushion distortion or other
trouble ? Alternatively, can you suggest any other
modern tube to use ? Two -, 4- or 6 -volt heater.
N. McAdam (Newcastle-on- Tyne).
Where possible, we always recommend the use of
the correct replacement tube as stipulated by the
manufacturer. Nevertheless, the Brimar Cl2D can
be used as a direct replacement in your model in
spite of the slightly larger heater current and flat face.
Very slight distortion may occur round the edges of
the picture.
BAIRD P.167
Can you pleacs advise on the following faults :

-

(l)

I can get the screen to light up with full white

raster, which has white horizontal lines the full width
of the screen, but no picture detail ; the sound is
perfect.
(2) The EHT takes from two to five minutes to
reach its peak and when it does so valve 17 (U801)
(mains rectifier) shorts internally, burning out the
anode load resistor ; if I cut out the EHT by means
of VR6 and run on sound only everything is O.K.
I have replaced V10 and also con. 52A and 52B, also
51A and 51B without any change. -L. W. MacKenzie
(Liverpool).
You will have to check the VIO stage very carefully,
since the timebase appears to be running incorrectly,
possibly due to a defective R42. It is possible, of
course, that VI7 (U801) is defective itself and will
not stand up to normal current demand.
The missing picture content could be due to a
defective V4, V5 or V6 or an associated component.

December, 1956

MURPHY V.180 L.C.
I have a Murphy Model V.180 which produces a
good picture, but recently an increasing number,
now eight and a half, distinct white horizontal (?
flyback) lines have appeared across the top section of
picture which at times jumps a frame and rolls, vertical
hold being critical. There is an occasional smell of
ozone, although sound is free from background noise.
As I am without a circuit diagram, can you please
advise me how to clear this trouble ?-William Jennings
(Northwood).
Check the condition of the frame oscillator valve
and associated components. A component fault in
this section often causes the production of flyback
lines coupled with critical frame hold.
The production of ozone is a sure indication that a
corona discharge occurs in the vicinity of the EHT
circuits. -Check the wiring in proximity to the EHT
rectifier valve and the tube anode. Ensure that any

connections are formed by smooth blobs of solder and
completely free of jagged edges and points of wire.
Clean the tube envelope in vicinity of the anode
connector and the line output transformer where
connections are made to the rectifier valve.

G.E.C. BT5144
The fault is cramping at the bottom of the tube.
I have changed the B36 and KT36 with no effect.
Voltages are normal. -G. Hiscock (Westcliff-on -Sea).
You need not suspect the KT36 as this is the line
output. It is the frame output valve which you
should suspect and this is the N37 which is mounted
on the front left side. As a partial check it may be
interchanged with the front right side N37,
sound output valve.

K.B. DV4OFC
After the set has been on for half an hour a pipping
noise sets up in the speaker and at the end of an hour
the pipping gets louder and faster. This noise varies
with the picture strength. I have changed the EHT
smoothing condenser, but this does not seem to be
the trouble. -H. W. Dennis (Eastbourne).
Almost certainly you will find that an electrolytic
capacitor has become open circuit. Most likely you
will find that the 16äF in the power unit is responsible.

DEFIANT
A friend of mine has a Defiant 12in. television
employing a Ferranti T12/54 tube, which has developed
a fatal fault, I think. ' A perfect raster is visible and
the brightness control operates O.K., but no picture
until the base of tube neck is given a sharp knock,
when it appears perfectly for a few moments and then
disappears again. Assuming, nothing can be done to
remedy this fault, can this tube be replaced by one
of the types advertised recently, Mullard, Cossor,
Emitron or Mazda ? The heater voltage on the
Ferranti is four volts, but I do not know what EHT it
operates on.-C. T. Williams (Sth. Ockendon).
There is no direct equivalent to the Ferranti
tube. However, by using a separate two -volt heater
transformer, an EHT capacitor (0.001 1iF) and altering
the base connections, a Mazda CRM121 could be

BUSH TV24C
This is my problem : The picture has slipped ou t
of centre toward horizontal hold, leaving a gap of
If I turn width control to
:I in. at vertical hold end.
fill gap it pulls picture out of shape (lengthways).
Which controls do I adjust on tube to re- centre
picture ? -L. Douglas (Linthwaite).
The picture shift lever is mounted on the focus used.
The fault described is probably that of a heatermagnet assembly and is a small metal strip which is
capable of a side to side movement as well as in and to- cathode short in the tube. Additional tube life
out. This movement moves the picture vertically or may be obtained by employing a low-loss isolating
transformer.
horizontally.
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TELEVISION SETS
TELEVISION, 9in. models. £7110' -;
12ín. models. £15; all makes: workmg: en Triage paid. TOMLINS. 121,
Broc; ley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
SEVERAL

EARLY

MODELS,

4'- per line or part
eat, at e rage Ilse nard. to line,

18:1'l'1ì4:
1,1pa

Mintion:10 2 lisle.. Box O. 1.- extra.
:Nth rtq i.enm III tiutst be prepaid

:t,h..d

lo Nth ertisenlent
:urap,er. '' Practical Telerlsion,"
'l'ut, er Ili a.e. Southampton St.,

and
Sl

rand. Luuduu,

Sl

9in.

Television. complete and mostly
worKing. £5i 5/- each. carriage paid.
TOMLINS. 127. Brock lo y Rise, Forest

DIRECT T. Y REPLACEMENTS offer
the most complete Ha ndbook of T V
Components and R ^winds, price 11..
T. V Components fur all kit sets in

GUARANTEED

in

Hill. S.E.23.

(FOR 5491.)

" Nuray "
heat,r booster
isolator for 2 -volt C.R.T'.s, just plugs
27, 6,
plus 2/- packing and
postage. 134 -136. Lea:tsha. i
'TID;way 3606- 253U.1

stock.

12in.

TELEVISION.

models. first -class picture. 5- channel,
£26 etch.
carriage paid. THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19 -21, Brockley
R:sc, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
TELEVISION,

'Televisions,
£13'10- each. care. paid. TOMLINS.
121. Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
1

2

i

n

.

'FOR. 5491.1

I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £3 19, 6,
seii- contained.
guaranteed.
H.P.
without t,i, ti. Aerials troths 14 6.

cac.:.''

Trade

''

STRANGE
Chipp7nl:.

P,invited.
North
s

G.

A.

Wraxa'.1,

MAKING YOUR OWN

B

VIBRAPACKS, 51. 1or,. 12v D.C. to
250v 50 mA, synch. reversible. new,

17'6; Jefferson,' Travers, synch. 12v
D.C. to 150v 40mA, smoothed. black
crackle case, 16f- post each 2/91.
Dynatnotors. Eddystone. 12v D.C. to
190v 75 mA, smoothed, cased. 15 fpost. 2.91; 11v D.C. to 300v 200 mA.
cased. 23f -, delivered. P.M. 12v. to
250v. 65 mA, and 6.3v, 2.5 A, 10 6.
I.F. Amplifier 178. 13.0 Inc 's, w,1
valves. 17'6 postage 2 61.
Condensers, bak, tubular. 0.1/1.2 kV,
5'800v. .25 800v. 9d. each: .03 2.5 kV,
.053.5 kV w, .25'1.5 kVw. 1!- each.
Relays. 6v, 2 break. 1:6. 81355 IF
Strips only, complete new with valves,
25
less valves. 12.6 post 2.61.
Brand new R.F. Units, Type 26, 27!6
postage 2.61; RF24. RF25. 10/6.
LF.T.s 10 13 me s, canned, new, 1 3.
Morse Keys, large, 7;6; small. 2 ;6.
Switches. Knife, large, 10: -. G.P.O.
type Handsets. new, 10
Condensers, Butterfly,
25
pf.,
216.
Speakers, new. 8in., in round metal
gre y case, with on
switch, 27,6
post 3' -1. Dipole insulators, Perspex,
for !.in, rods. 3,6. Brand new Command Receivers, 1.5 -3 me 's with
post 3/ -1, BC454, 45f.
6 valves, 55,
Throat Mies., U.S.A., new, 2 :6.
Metal Rectifiers, 600v 30 mA. 6'-;
500V 500 niA, 10!6; 1.000v 30 mA, 7'6.
Chokes. L.F. Ferranti. 10H, 100 mA,
screened. 7 6; 10H, 200 mA. 8/6; 5H,
200 mA, 5'6. Wafer Switches,
pole,
11 way. 2 bank, 3'6; 6 p.. 2 w., 4 h.:

c.

'

ENGRAVING,-- Am::teura and trade
can be
undertaken by
ouch
in
with A.
G.
ENGRAVING. 1-.OW at 292, Earlsfield
Road, London. S.W.l8. (Tel.: BAT
9897.1
IEngra v ers
to well -known
makers of Electronic Equipment.
used by
the Aircraft industry.
A.W.R.E., cle.1

surplus
getting

l

-

CONVERSION

III

ND

Telescop'

?

Enlargers, Binoculars. Microscopes,
Projectors, or. in fact, anythin.i
that needs lenses. Then get o6_
booklets
How to
Use Ex -Goy.
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 .& 2, price
2 :6 ea.
Also our stereo book, " 3 -D
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Conprehensi ve list of lenses, optical,
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Road, Hatton, Br) nlwood, Essex.

TAN

COMPONENTS
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Super-tonic.

Sunray Lamps, ultra- violet infra red
combined: automatic exposure; controlled i mission all mains; listed
£7110', our price 80/ -. S.A.E.
brochure. Dept. 16. SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS, Clevelcys, Lancs.
:

I

WANTED

t

WANTED
1153.

1

2
4

p.,
p..

3 w'., 2
2
w..

b.;

1

1

p., 6 w., 5 b., 2'6;
b., 113.
List and

enquiries. S.A.E., please
Terms
C.W.O. Postage extra. Immediate
despatch. Callers and post. W. A.
BENSON IPT1, 136, Rai hbone Road.
Liverpool, 13.
:

!

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE.

Bullington Rd., Oxford.
TELEVISION

INTERFERENCE.

1.

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for ces'.,. State quantity and condition.
RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
:38. Chalon. Road, N.W.1.
PRInuose

Re-

ceiver Filters. High -Pass 1.5037, 301 -;
E.5031, 301 -; Composite
Band I III, 49'6; Transmitter Filter
E.5043 -80d13 11W.
£6. LABGEAR
CAMBRIDGE, LTD., Willow Place.
Cambridge.
1)451018
ON ER'lERS
LONDON, LICHFIELD, WINTER HILL.
Simple. efficient for all TV 'including
THE). Guaranteed no break -through. of
1

Band I ()e re-radiation. Approx. 1 hr. to
build. Will convert any Band Ili channel
to any Band I channel. AC or AC DC.
Kit, £3.5.0. Ready wired. £4.0.0. Post
free. 'Perm.: C.W.O. Pose orders only.
THE 1ì1.I ?1 "I'ilO\ II' SI P1'1,1' l'O,
29, Leigh ltd., IliKhbur), London, \.5

HAVE VACANCIES
for
Radio Engineer, Television Engineer
and Shop Salesmen. Applicants must
have t sincere interest in their wo :'k
and be capable n1 both bench and
outside work. Apply. G. C. HOWES.

Thorn, Chessington North
Lower Hook 1186.1

Station.

EDUCATIONAL

90.99.1

radJo , wanted. small or large (maw1:
cash payment. R. H. S. LTD. cri,
155. S wan Arcade. Bradford, 1.
ALL

TYPES

of

new

FOR SALE
TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS.
12ín. 5 -eha noel Ferguson, tunable
anywhere, M No. 988. £25 each.
Reclaimed and guaranteed C.R.
Tubes. 9in. £3'15. -, lain, £5, 14in.
£5. :Sin. £5'10 -, 17in. £6110/ -, phis
carriage. All makes in stock.
5 Phone
dbroke 1734. or call 1070,
Harrow Road. London, N.W.I U.

1

FOR SALE, 2 VCR 97 Chassis, P.T.
12in. Chassis, valves, etc.
Call at
N
11.
.Ave., S:ntdbach.
Chess,

after

'

OWN TV and learn

[WILD YOUR

maintenance and
r leiug. ''peratioit.
Qualified
engineer -tutor
t:.5ailable whip you are learning and

.'

building. Free brochure from E.M.I.
INSTITUTES. Dept. P.T.58, London,
W.4. IAssociatecl with H.M.V.)

!
Brochure giving details of
Honm Study Training in Radio, Television, and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M.Bril.I.R.E.. City and Guilds.
R.1'.E.B.. and oils, r professional

FREE

Train
examinations.
with
the
college operated by Britain's largest
Í5 :tti0il.
Modernu
Electronics
Al .I. INSTITUTES,
fees. Writ'Dept. P.T.2
.', W.4.

-'''

7

1

,,'clock.

Tr:
SERVICE MANUALS 'SHEETS.
Radio for hire, sale and a anted.
S.A.E. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
¡PT
24.
Frithstlle
Gardens,
London. W.I2.

Practical Radio
INCORPORATED
Engineers hone s: tidy courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recur;
nosed by the tracte as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
'''The Practical Radio Engineer "
copy 2/ -. 6.000
,journal, sample
Alignment Peaks for Superlsets, 5' 9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet, 1' -. All post free front the
SECRETARY. I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road, London. N.V.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

Continental A M -F; M Gram

MISCELLANEOUS
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, 6 or
voit. 7. 6, post free. WHITSAM
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS. 18, Woodrow Close, Perey ale, Middlesex.
CAR
12

Low -Pass

THORNS

I

I

I

SITUATIONS VACANT

6E15, 6114.
KT61. 25A6. etc.:
WM. CARVIS LTD.,
61=13.

:v.-'., S:reet, Leeds.

I

I

f

.

is
ß'L80.

l

.

in

stock for the

P.T. SUPER -VISOR, TELE-KING, VIEWMASTER.
E.E. TELEVISOR AND BAND III

Chassis
Complete with

3

Speakers, Internal Dipoles

-6

and wide angle modifications
Price lists available on request to:

and Magic Eye Escutcheon
Valves and
Rectifier, Variable Ferrite AE, Brand New,
125.0.0. Including Tax.

J. T, FILMER, Maypole Estate. Bexley. Kent.

M.C.V., Farringdon Road, E.C.1

'

Tel.: 8eeleyheath 7267

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SPENCER -WEST

TYPE 50
III

BAND

CONVERTER

S.I)1/i ..A,-

VALVES

All Guaranteed New and Boxed
midget,

1T4, 1U5, 334, DAF91,
DF91, DK91, DL92. DL94 ; any 4 for 27/8.
1A7GT12'8'6V6GT 78 DK92 9/8EY51 10'8
105GT11/- 13X4
- DK96
8'8 EZ40 8 1135GT
6X5GT 6 9 DL33 9/6 EZ41
8'11!- 7B7
8`6
8 - DL35 11r- EZ80
1N5GT
7C5
8 - DL96 8'8 FW4/500
1.4v.

1$5

1115, 1S5.

11/- 7C6

EABC80

8 -

10'-

7/9 0132 12'8
EAC91 9 8 KT33C 10'-

8 6 7H7
8 7 6 7S7
9 7 3 7Y4
8 3A5
6 6 1002 10 3Q5GT 9 6 10E1 11 6
334
78 10F9 A 6
3V4
88 10P14 13 6
5U4G
8'- 12AH8 10 8
1E45

1T4

EAF4210/6 KT63

7/6

6/9 1V11114 8/6
EBC33 7,8 N77
88
EBC4110- N78 14.'8
EBF80 Q/6 PCC84 8'6
ECC401216 PCF80 7,8
5Y3GT 7/6 12AT7 8 6 ECC81 9/- PCF8211/8
514G
9/- 12AU7 7 6 ECC83 9/6 PEN36C
6AK5 5!- I2J7GT
ECC9I 6/16'-

Ask for Leaflet Ref. 2356 which gives

full technical details of this wonderful
new unit.

6BW6 7 $
609
10 - 14S7
6F6G
61"13

SPENCER -WEST, LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth
Phones

:

-

''
'

lOt

6F15
6J6

ECL8010l- PY82

8 6

PZ30

14 6 EF37A

13 - 201.1 19,6
6 6 25L6GT
'.EF39

13'-

9/- U25

9'6 EF40 12/-

1150
1178

6U4GT 79 DF96
146D1177
6V6G

11

W77

-

8 6. EL41 10/6 X79
4

10/6Y63

DK32 12 6 EM34 10!- Z77
Postage 52. per valve extra.

, 6

66

12 6
7 6

7!8

circuits.

/devices.
This book not only shows how to build
'practical transistorized equipment, but
warns you about pitfalls.
'Valuable construction details on a
unique transistor tester which alone
iis worth many, many times the low
price of the book.

7/6

7-

-a

'formers, Auto Light Control, Geiger
Counters and hundreds of other

9

'

The book technicians and experimenters
have been clamouring for -Transistor
Techniques
new, complete, practical
book on Transistors. Here are all the
facts you always wanted on how to
work with Transistors in practical

IL Now you can build Transistorized Test
Instruments, Amplifiers, D.C. Trans-

18 12 6

13 - 25Z4G 96.EF41 9/8 UAF42
6 - 35L6GT9 6.EF42 12,
10'6
6J7GT ^ 6 35Z4GT 8 - EF50 7/8 UBC41 8 9
6K7G
5 - 50L6GT9 6, EF80
9/- UBF8011 6
6K7GT 6 - B36
15 EF85 8/8 UCH42
6K8G 7 9 C1.33 14'-' EF86 12/8
103
6K8GT 9.6 DAC3211'- EF91 7/6 UF41 9 6Q7GT 9/6 DAF96 8 6 EF92 6/6 UL41 10 6SN7GT
DCC90 6.6 EL32
8'- UY41 8 6

GERNSBACK LIBRARY.
12s. POSTAGE 9d.

`

PRICE

The MODERN BOOK CO.
FBRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

19 -23, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

BEA
HERS K ADIO
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD

4794 & 3009

77777®

SWrite or call for our catalogue.
Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m.

24,

HILL, LONDON, N.16

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your, spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory.

Let

us

FREE

show you how

!

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132

pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.

of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A. M.I. P. E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship(aII branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication.

It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 462),

LONDON, E.C.I.

STA. 4587

! ! RECORDERS ! !
We are London's largest stockist
of tape recorders. All makes and
types available from stock.
We also have a large quantity of
used and H.P. repossessed Guaran-

teed machines at Bargain Prices for
the personal shopper.
Recorders bought, sold, repaired
and part exchanged.
Collaro 3 -speed tapedeck £20.10.0
good selection of surplus valves,
speakers and components.
No Lists.

JACKSON
163,

RADIO

Edgware Road,
London, W.2

Telephone

:

PAD 0537

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

A ®A

®A.S® A

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts in stock for :
Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleking, e t c.
Easy Terms available.

stamp (only) for Catalogue.
& CO.
FINSTIIWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE)
21d.

JAMES H. MARTIN

.ILV13RSTON. LANCS.

www.americanradiohistory.com

TRANSISTOR
TECHNIQUES

¡

6AL5 618
6..ÉCF82131BPL814611
6AM6 7/6 12K7GT 0
9
6AQ5 7/8
8 6 ECH3510/3 PL82
9 6AT6 8/8 12K8GT
PL83 119
ECH42
6BA6 7/6
PY8(1
9'14. 6
10l8BE6 7!812Q7GT
!ECH81 8/8 PY81
96E1

Perfect results with any receiver.
From your dealer or on 7 days'
approval from :

E1391

¡

December, 1956

IF NIP

77777777II

"VIEWMdSiEß"
Printed Circuit Converter
No

Patterning

or Breakthrough
We can supply the complete kit of parts including valves,

£5.0.0

for detailed list
of this kit and others,
Send

POST FREE.
Set of coils

of
receiver,

sion

for converViewmaster

£1.15.0

AUDIO LTD.,
Tower Rood, London, N.W.10

December, 1956

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

he Trade

News from
New Tubular Paper Capacitors
entirely new and greatly improsed range of
.A N
i wax- protected tubular paper capacitors for use
in the radio and television industries has been
introduced by the Plessey Company Limited.
Known as " Plesgel," the capacitors have been
developed to meet the need for a low -cost, reliable
type suitable for use in both conventional and automatically assembled printed circuits.
The basic versatility of these new capacitors is
largely due to the provision of three terminal wires,
one to the inner foil and two common earth leads to
the cuter foil. It is thus possible to mount them in

247

for larger
clubs, etc.

a

uuicnces, as found in schools, hotels,

With other improvements that hase taken place
the optical system an excellent picture under
normal lighting conditions is obtainable. -Mullard
Ltd.. Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
in

W.C.2.

Egen Adjustable Attenuator
RECENT increases in the power

of the London)
BBC and I.T.A. television transmitters hase
rendered the fitting of an attenuator necessary to
receivers in areas where the signal strength of either
station is too great. To meet this need Egen Electric
Ltd. have developed a new attenuator, Type 141, in
which simplicity of adjustment is one of the most
important features. Little larger than a standard
coaxial plug, it can be easily inserted between the
aerial feeder plug and receiver aerial socket to
reduce the signal strength of a television station as
required.
Adjustment is effected by unscrewing the end cap
of the attenuator and rotating the internal moulded
insulator to any one of six positions, shown by
figures I to 6 which appear in a window in the outer
casing -- figure giving the smallest and figure 6 the
greatest attenuation.
One of the outstanding adsantages of the adjustment facilities is the provision for instant correction
for changes in transmitter power and receiver per1

A collection of the new

" Plesgel" condensers.

several different ways, according to which pair of
wires is chosen. The spare earth lead can then either
be removed or used as an earthing point for some
other part of the circuit.
The radial connection wires on " Plesgel" capacitors completely eliminate the risk of the seal being
opened by a slight bending of the wire as is the case
with the normal axial type. The radial wires enter
the case through eyelets in the side, which are then
filled with solder. The use of this method also presents
the risk of open circuit due to the connections being
pulled assay from the capacitor during assembly of a
chassis.
The ends of the capacitor tubes are slightly spun
over and sealed with a high melting point wax with
a low coefficient of expansion. An external lacquered
surface presents the ingress of moisture and enables
the capacitors to he stored easily without sticking

together.

" Plesgel " capacitors are mailable in a complete
range of capacities and working soluiges. -The
Plessey Company Limited, Components Division,
Kembrcy Street, Swindon, Wilts.
New Projection Telesision Screen

A;TULLARD LIMITED announce the release of a
new plastic screen for use with their projection

l'l

The new Egen adjustable attenuator.

i

formanee or for alterations in the siting of the
receiver.
The retail price of the Egen Attenuator Type 141 is
6s. 9d.- Egan Electric Ltd., Charfleet Industrial
Estate, Cames, Island, Essex.

television optical system. The screen gives a picture
('4èß
24in. x 18in.,or 30in. diagonal, and is provided with
This coupon is available until DECEMBER 21sc, 1956
Fresnel and lenticular patterns as in the case of
and
must
accompany a!I Queries.
smaller screens.
FRSCTICSL TELEVISION, DECEMBER, 1956.
This new screen was deseloped for Sets intended
Pt,binhed to the 22nd nr each month. by GEORGE NEWNES, Lllítl'ED. Toa-i-r Houe, Southampton
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT ä; SONS. 1' moor '-trect London. 1.10. Soli: Agents forStreet. Strand. London. W.C.2,
Ault: alla and New Zealand
GORDON S. GIiTCH
une y as

Ql'EIIIE

A =lais

:

1;1'D.

.South Ali tra

tn: »ltd 17, lid., Abroad ir..y

bd.

Ci'ETRA! Ni WS AGENCY. h'1'0. Subsrrlpti i rate including postage for
flegi feted at the 'tvr,etat 1' st Onb:e lot tko Canadien Magazine'rocct:.
:

:

'Canada ibs.'.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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AIR-SPACED CO -ASL-AL CARLE.

OPPORTUNITIES IN

i.1ÌDGET4Lti;IleC01TROL5

pages

;

OZ4
lAS
1LN5
1LD5

We Guarantee

7/- 25L6
5/- 6CD6 19/6 807
4/e 6V6G 7/81625

71 -6ßW6

155
2P
2X2
5Y3
5Z4
5U4
6K7
6K8

7/6ECC84

PY82 7,3
7 -12!6 EB91
6í-1
6/- EY51 11'3 PL81 13 'PL82 10 F PCC84

8!6 7A7
5/- 7Q7
8/- 7Y4
8!- 12A6
8.'12/6 EF80 9 6
8/- 12ÁT7 9/- EL84 91- ECH81
106
7/- 12SJ7 7/6 UY41 78'6 B36 181 DK96 9'6 KT36 19:6
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage and
Under £2, 113 ; Under 23, 1;9
packing
£4 and over goods sent post free.

i

WRITE TODAY!
British Institute of Engineering Technology
237, College Noose,
T

;

:

BI
B ET
E

S.%).11.

.

10.000 n/v

I00pA to 1000

.,

nical data on brand new guaranteed
components by leading manufac-

V

r,.. Lros

Amplifier
I/.
Amplifier
6 -watt Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner
1/"."
Unit
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit ... 1/6
2 -watt

4 -watt

Complete

will

CO`'EiTIIl-

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD
a

28

CHURCH
HIGH

ST

NEWPORT

CRT Transformers specially designed to deal
with interelectrode shorts. Varnish impregnated
with tag panel, and 20% booster tap. 22/6 ea.
Mains transformers of all types. If we haven't
got it we will make to specification. TV
electrolytics, brand new, can type first quality

mfd., 450 v., 25/- ; 100-200 mfd.
200 -250-250 mfd., 37/- ; 100 mfd.

Electronic equipment of every
description. Cash with order, please. Postage
up to £I, 2/- ; £2, 2'6 ; £3, 3/- ; £5, 4/ -.

HOWORTH,

Pollard Lane, Bradford,

2,

Yorks.

LEICESTER

GATE

PAGNELL

II:%DIO

EST. 1925

189,
-

DUNSTABLE ROAD,

LUTON,

Phone

BEDS.

Luton

:

2677

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
TEE
WIRE,
ANGLE, CHANNEL,

3000

6.

10.0

69 -71

Component Price Lists
with each Manual.

be supplied

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET

AND
SENT POST FREE FOR C2 .
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF £1.4.6. CASH PRICE £12.7.6.

Downton 207

Tel. 37030

,11ír,

FULLS GUARANTEED

turers.

51,

Osram "912" plus Amplifier 4/Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier 3/6
The Coventry

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

RANGES

21

:-

Manual

TEST METER

over 2,000 items, 135
photographic illustrations and tech-

64 -120
350 v., 26/6 ;
450 v., 15/ -.

/ -.

Parts for the following

SERIES

56 pages,

only.

1

8155.

PULLIN
100

IO

AC /DC

:

Catalogue

ELECTRO- SERVICES & CO.
221.11%1 1.1tsLA l'.\ It 1: It i).. 1.0\ DON.

6d., post free (U.K. only)

Telephone

96

7i -'DF96

5/6 6U5G

8'-: DAF9610!6'- DL96 9/6
5/ -6117
6 /6PEN46 6'6 UCH42 8;6
UBC41 8/1A7 13/106J5
5 /6IECL80
íR5
11/10 U25 14,9
8/8 6AQ5 7/61
1T4
7/- 6AT6 7/6' ECF8213: - PY81 10'6

" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than
7 s a week you must read
ffiis enlightening book.
Send foryour copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH
SALISBURY, WILTS

FIT QUALITY COMPONENTS

;

:

which also explains the
benefits of our Appointments Dept.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE No.

WASTE TIME

Give that set its best chance

;

Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Radio
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our r44 -page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

Wright's lane,
Kensington, W,8.

-WHY

;

;

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
Details of the
qualified.
easiest way to study for
A M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.

29 -31,

Long

Less
spindles. new, boxed.
10k-2 meg.
switch, 2/10 ; S.P., 41- : D.P.. 414.
CONDENSERS. Fully tropicalised, all at
500 volt working. Prices per dozen. Not less
than 1 dozen supplied. 100 pF., 4(6 250 pF..
5/- ; 500 pF., 5/- ; 1,000 pF., 5,6 : 2,500 pF..
.01 mfd., 7.6
5,000 pF., 7/6'.025
mfd., 816
.05 mfd., 9'.1 mfd., 12 :25 mfd.. 14/6
.5 mid.. 1816.
These condensers are new and of current
manufacture-not to be confused with
inferior types, or old stock.
ComGRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER.
pletely wired and tested, using a high gain
Tone and
pentode and metal rectifier.
3in.
x
volume controls. Chassis size 7ín. x
I tin. A.C. mains. Price complete, including
knobs. 67/6. Postage and packing 2 6.
SPEAKERS P.M. 31", 18/6: 5'. 18,'- : 6 ",
8-, 1918 :10 ". 2716 :12', 27/8; 7' 4.18' 18
TELEVISION AERIALS. 3 Element Band
Ill, 2816: 5 Element, 39/6: B.B.C. " H "
B.B.C. " X " 74.6. Also many other
types in stock. Send us your requirements
and we will quote by return. No rubbish.
Wolsey, Aeriallte, Lumex, etc.
GUARANTEED VALVES

TELEVISION
144

75:80

&

CO., LTD.

CHESHAM PLACE,LONPON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

Works

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.t.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, Leeds.
"No Quantity too Small"

Bucks

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD
'ft

It1:S.
Reclaimed and uacvnnteed C'aLllde Itoy
12in.. £5 : 14in.. £6.10.0: 15in.. £7.10.0: 17in.. £8.0.0. Heater
Cathode Tubes half- price. Just arrived, brand new fully
guaranteed Brimar C.17 F.M. Tubes, £15.15.0, inc. p. & p.

Callers only until Christmas.

in stock 500 H.P. repossessed TV. sets
TV. SETS.
makes and
and sizes, spares, valves, test equipment. etc.
TV. Projection units with focus and frame coil, £6.0.0 inc.
P. & p.
IMPERIAL MINOR AM FM Radiogram Chassis. L.W.,
M.W. & F.M. Size 12 x 6 x Olin. high, £1515.0, plus 8ín. Speaker
£1 extra, p. & p. 10' -.
IMPERIAL MAJOR AM FM Radiogram Chassis L.W.,
M. W., S.W. & F.M. Size 20 x 10 x 6i n. high. Piano key selector.
ferrite rod, directional aerial. Base & Treble control, 3 speakers
for stereophonic sound. £25.0.0. p -0. 10 - extra.
CAR RADIO. Made by reputable manufacturer. Complete
with speaker and telescopic aerial. 6 or 12 volts. Medium'
Short waves. Simple to instal, just connect to battery and
earth. Size 12in. s Sin. y Sin. deep. £15.10.0 complete.
220, Edgware Rd., London, W.2. Tel. PAD. 5607
500
-all
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TELEVISION, TUBES
MULLARD
COSSOR

I2in. 16.10.0
I2in. 16.10.0

EMITRON

12in. 16.10.0

MAZDA.

14in. 17.0.0

17in. £8.10.0

I4in. f7.0.0
I4in. £7.0.0

I7in. £8.10.0
I7in. í8.I0.0

12in. only [6.10.0.

All Tubes plus

Weeks Delivery.

14

12/6 carriage

Ex

Stock

insurance.

and

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

SIX

Converter M.I. Midlands area, high gain, own power supply, built in crossover unit 19.9.0
Converter M.2. Midland fringe area, own power supply
£9.18.0
Crossover Box. Low

loss

12'6
Finished in Stove Enamelled Steel Case.

Terms to the Trade.

(LONDON) LTD.

RE -VIEW
HIGH

81,

STREET

MERTON,

Telephone

ARTHURS HAVE IT !

LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES
AVO METERS IN STOCK

119

-- -- -AC;DC Minor
Cossor Oscilloscopes Model
-Full range

23
27
40

-

-

-

I

List on request.

-

15
3

0

1

5

15

2

3
IS

0
4
0

128 13

0

2

Heads With

-

- - - - - MANUALS

Matching Transformer

1

104
120

103S

Long Play or Standard
Diamond Stylus

I

12

1052

Taylors Meters.
LEAK Pick -up Arm

P.T.

I

with order and subirct
niterar,ons and beim unsold.

OR

CASH

5,'-

are contemplating the conBand Ill aerial or purchasing

it will be well worth your
to us who, as manufacturers,
can offer you real

VALUE FOR MONEY
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE.

*

10

8

LATEST VALVE

10 6, OSRAM & BRIMAR No. 6,
OSRAM Part 2, 13. -. Post 9d. each extra.
TRANSFORMER for 200 230 v., 37 6.

Terms C.O.D.

Whether you
struction of a
one complete
while to write

1

Leaflets on Request

JASON AF FM Tuner, complete with valves
and automatic frequency control, also
cascade input

MULLARD,

BAND III AERIALS
OR
FITTINGS

AND C.R.T.s.

Avo Model 7
Ave Model 8
Electronic Test Unit
Electronic Test Meter

S.W.I9

CHERRYWOOD 3255

:

6

each,

Element Band III Aerial, 77 6.
Element Band Ill Aerial, 62 6.
Element Band Ill Aerial, 47 6.

FITTINGS
*
*

Universal Band Ill Clamp -on Fitting.
Band II)) Insulator, complete with folded dipole.
Director and Reflector Rod Holders for

*
*

Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).
Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alloy Tubing,

ro pr,ce

Est.
1919

Bands I, II, and Ill.

etc. etc.

ARTHUR GRAY LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS :
Gray House
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
PROPS'

TELEGRAMS

8ar 58334 and 4761
TELEGRAY,
-" TEMpL'
WESTCENT,

CABLES

-" TELEGRAY.

LONDON."
LONDON."

Send 1/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE

illustrated

Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)
to
H/w1LTS.
LTD, MARLBPOR OU S8

FRINGEVISION
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A NEW AUDIO OUTPUT VALVE WITH AN ANODE
DISSIPATION OF 35 WATTS
An addition to the well-tried and popular range of G.E.C. Audio Valves, of
which the KT66 has set a standard in its class the world over, thenew G.E.C.
KT88 is now available to meet conditions of use requiring higher power.

POINTS ABOUT THE KT88
a beam pentode
4 25 watts output

I The KT88 is
with aligned grids for maximum
efficiency.

is available
from a pair triode connected with
auto bias and an H.T. line voltage
not exceeding 500.
5 The mutual conductance of
the KT88 is 11 mA /V.
6 An all glass ring seal replaces
the conventional pinch seal giving
increased strength, higher rating
and reduced dimensions.
7 The valve is mounted on an inter
national octal base and has a heater
rating of 6.3 volts., 1.8 amps.

2 50 watts output is available
from a pair connected in the ultra
linear circuit with auto bias and
an H.T. line voltage not exceeding
500.
3 100 watts output is available
from a pair connected in the ultra

linear circuit with fixed bias and
and an H.T. line voltage not
exceeding 560.

Full particulars of these valves can be obtained from the C.E.C. VALVE & ELECTRONICS DEPT.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS MAKE
12

months' guarantee.

1/6

BY

State B.B.C.

Contain

£3.17.6

(P.

cores of

S

extra- active. non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxide..

SIZE

with power pack, knobs, valves, aerial switching, metal rectifier.
DON'T FIDDLE at the back of your set,
our converters have rubber feet to stand on
top where you can reach.

SURELY THE CHEAPEST

USING

ERSIN MULTICORE

ARE YOU SUFFERING from B.B.C. breakthrough ? All our converters now fitted with
B.B.C. breakthrough pattern rejector. ALL
fully wired, aligned and ready for use. ALL

1

& P.

2 6)

With two knobs. Stove
enamel grey hammer
finish, slug tuning.
knobs condenser tuning on front,
and as illustrated, E4.7.6 (p. & p. 2 6).
OR Walnut cabinet. otherwise as illustrated. L4.17.6
(p. & p. 2'6).
OR chassis. i.e., less cabine E4 (p. & p. 2;6)
OR in kit form, 61 -(p. & p. 6).
Variable Attenuator, 7 "6 (p. & p. -I.
3

,

I

SIMPLY

Wherever precision soldering
is essential,
manufacturers.
engineers and handymen rely
on St
tt CORF. There's al
MOt. ICORE SOLD' R just made
for the job you have in hand.
Here are some of them.

CARTON

Itt

5F.

?

JOINTS

Multucore

extra C.O.D.

For I.T.A. London, Birmingham, Winter Hill,
Emley Moor, Glasgow. Superhet or T.R.E.

OR metal cabinet,

SOUND

ARAX

MULTICORE

FOR METAL FABRICATION

HANDYMAN'S
L -sat
CARTON
Suitable for 20064.
average joints.
HOME CONSTRUCTORS
218 PACK
In addition to the
-known
Home Constructors Pack (con tainine 191I. of S s.w.g.
60'4t1 alloy) a similar
pack is now available containing
400. of 22 s
60,'40 alloy
especially suitable
for printed circuits

(

\

L

wire-10417g ;aim r)

Contains 2 cores
of Arax Dux. Flux
residue is easily

removed with
water.
SIZE 8

5-

r

¡:
-t'

A/

k'%
CARTON?

llun,lrntaus Carlat 6.J

ell

BIB WIRE STRIPPER

I

AND CUTTER

Strip,

.4

i+tvulnriu++

nit king Leire.
u+..
1: e ilrar,!r,
v,/il, r.Vrt+ded

316

each

1

I

igh

GEADSTONE RADIO

8CambHe28

r ley.

street
S u

r re t

Gpcn Sots. to 6 p.m.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS.

I
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EMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOKMOLR 3633)

